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1CHAPTER 1 Literature Review
1.1 General Introduction
A material with two or more distinct constituent materials is called a composite. A composite will
have material properties noticeably different from the constituents’ properties. Composites will usually
consist of one or more discontinuous phases (filler) embedded in a continuous phase (matrix). The most
common choice for the matrix in synthetic composites is a polymer. A nanocomposite is a material in
which at least one characteristic dimension of the filler particle is on the order of nanometers. The use
of nano-sized filler particles gives rise to important characteristics that are not seen in conventional filler
compositions. One such characteristic inherent to nanoparticles is the enormous interfacial surface area
between the filler particle and the matrix verses filler volume. This allows for a small loading volume of
filler to get as good or better enhancement of the desired properties than conventional composites. Other
characteristics of nanoparticles are large particle number densities, short particle-particle distances and
particle sizes on the order of the radius of gyration for a typical molecular weight polymer.1
In 1987, researchers at the Toyota Polymer Research Laboratory showed that incorporating small
amounts of clay nanoparticles into nylon-6 homopolymer dramatically increased mechanical and ther-
mal properties while maintaining optical transparency.2 These results led to a dramatic increase in both
academic and industrial interest into nanocomposites. Nanocomposites have been shown to enhance
mechanical,3 thermal,4 barrier,5 fire-retardance,6 and optical7 properties from relatively small amounts
of filler material.
It has been shown that a highly ordered and exfoliated clay-polymer system will give greater prop-
erty enhancement than a randomly oriented system,5 also it has been shown that gold nanoparticles
sequestered to one phase of a lamellar block copolymer will create a metallo-dielectric photonic mate-
rial.8 Unfortunately most nanoparticles tend to form macroscopic aggregates, so to be made stable and
soluable they are coated with polymer ligands.9 Morphological control of the nanofiller material can be
very important to fully realize the potential of nanocomposites. This has led to high interest in using
2- 
ABCBA 
hetero-arm 
FIGURE 1. BLOCK COP,,,MERS can be-configured into a nearly limitless numDc, of 
molecular architectures based on two, three or more monomer types. Here, architectures are 
classified by number of monomer types and topology (linear versus branched sequencing). 
Each colored strand represents a polymer block composed of a linear sequence of same-type 
monomers, with monomer types A, B and C shown as blue, red and green, respectively. The 
colored strands are joined as shown to form the block copolymer macromolecule. The 
upper-left inset shows two representative monomer chemical structures, with the diameter of 
the circle showing the typical monomer length scale a. 
polymer phase behavior. However, many commercially 
relevant block co~olvmers are characterized bv consider- 
able block molecdar" weight heterogeneity that "can distort 
or even preclude altogether the phenomena we describe here. 
Physics of microphase separation 
The unique properties, and so the applications, of block 
copolymer materials rely crucially on their mesoscopic (10 
nm scale) self-assembly in the molten and solid states. 
As illustrated by the knitting pattern on the cover, this 
collective self-assembly produces spatially periodic compo- 
sition patterns that can exhibit considerable complexity. 
These patterns are commonly referred to as microphases, 
mesophases or nanophases, depending on length scale; 
,A-"  L 
AB linear 
here, we consistently adopt 
the historical term "micro- 
phase separation" to describe 
the formation of patterns in 
block copolymer melts. 
Microphase separation is 
driven by chemical incompati- 
bilities between the different 
blocks that make up block co- 
polymer molecules. In the 
simplest case of a diblock co- 
polymer (as on the left side of 
figure I), there is only the 
issue of compatibility between 
the dissimilar A and B blocks. 
Unlike binary mixtures of low 
molecular weight fluids, the 
entropy of mixing per unit 
volume of dissimilar polymers 
is small (varying inversely 
with molecular weight). 
Thus, even minor chemical or 
structural differences be- 
tween A and B blocks are suf- 
ficient to produce excess free- 
energy contributions that are 
usually unfavorable to mix- 
ing. As an extreme example, 
even polymer isotopes, such 
as  polystyrene and deuter- 
ated-polystyrene, have been 
demonstrated to be immiscible a t  sufficiently high molecu- 
lar weight. The nonideal part of the mixing free energy 
is commonly described in terms of a "Flory-Huggins in- 
teraction parameter," 
which describes the free-energy cost per monomer (in units 
of the thermal energy kBT) of contacts between A and B 
monomers. In this definition, Z is the number of near- 
est-neighbor monomers to a copolymer configuration cell, 
and 8, is the interaction energy per monomer between 
A and B monomers. Positive xAB indicates net repulsion 
between species A and B, whereas a negative value indi- 
cates a free-energy drive towards mixing. For typical 
A,B branched 
FIGURE 2. DIBLOCK MORPHOLOGY depends on block composition. Interfacial curvature of block copolymers can be controlled 
by adjusting the composition f or changing the molecular architecture. Shaded regions are block-segregated microdomains colored 
according to monomer type, with blue for type A and red for type B monomers. a: Self-assembly of symmetric & =fB = 1/2) 
linear AB diblocks leads to a lamellar morphology. b: Increasing the volume fraction of one block (in this case, f, > 1/2) induces 
interfacial curvature, resulting in a nonlamellar morphology, such as cylindrical or spherical. c: A branched A,B architecture can 
result in a nonlamellar morphology even in a compositionally symmetric molecule, due to asymmetric interfacial crowding. 
Figure 1.1: Illustration of ultiple block copolymer archit ct res reproduced from Ref. 10.
block copolymers as the matrix material for nanocomposites due to the structural control that can be
achieved in the block copolymers.
1.2 Block Copolymers
Block copolymers (BCP) are single component systems f two or more distinct polymer chains
covalently bonded to each other. There are vast quantities of different c binations of polymers that
can be synthesized into block copolymers. There are linear, branched, star, cross-linked, and many
other block copolymer structures that can be created (see Figure 1.1). The simplest of these are linear
diblock copolymers (e.g. a chain of polystyrene covalently bonded to a chain of polyisoprene in a
single linear strand). Due to chemical incompatibilities, microphase separation (self-assembly) will
occur since macrophase separation is not possible due to the different polymer chains being covalently
bonded together into a single component. The morphology that arises is dependent upon the volume
fraction of each polymer. The simplest morphology is a periodic lamellar structure which occurs when
the volume fraction is close to 0.5.
There are four main factors that control equilibrium phase behavior: molecular architecture, monomer
selection, composition, and degree of polymerization.11 The Flory-Huggins equation, based on theoret-
3ical Gaussian calculations, assumes monodisperse and compositionally uniform block copolymers. It
is used to estimate equilibrium phase behavior in linear homopolymer mixtures but can also be applied
to block copolymer systems. The Flory Huggins equation is as follows for a linear block copolymer of
polymer A linked to polymer B:
∆Gm
kbT
=
φA
NA
ln(φA)+
φB
NB
ln(φB)+χABφAφB (1.1)
where χAB is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter defined as:
χAB =
1
kbT
[εAB− 12(εAA+ εBB)] (1.2)
φi is the volume fraction of polymer i, Ni is the degree of polymerization, kb is the Boltzmann
constant, and εi j is the contact energy between i and j segments.
When χAB is positive it indicates a net repulsion between A and B. For almost all dissimilar
monomer pairs, χAB will be positive and small (i.e. χSI between styrene and isoprene is around 0.1).10
Thus it is energetically favorable for polymer A to separate from polymer B, but this separation is op-
posed by losses in system entropy from chain stretching and localization of the block-block joints at
interfaces. The interaction parameter is also inversely temperature dependent so decreases in temper-
ature increase the repulsion. The product of χABN will determine whether or not the block copolymer
will microphase separate and become ordered.12 If either χAB or N is small enough the system will
remain disordered.
In 1980, Leibler theoretically determined, by solving a fourth order Landau expansion of free en-
ergy using a random phase approximation from earlier work by de Gennes,13 that the order-disorder
transition (ODT) for a symmetric or weakly asymmetric linear diblock system is at χN = 10.5.14 When
χN  10.5 there are well-defined, ordered microstructures. These limiting cases are called the weak
segregation limit (WSL) and strong segregation limit (SSL) respectively. For the WSL regime the mi-
crophase domains have a period that scales as N1/2 whereas in the SSL regime the domain periods scale
as N2/3.12
4Within mean-field theory, the free energy F corresponds to
the Hamiltonian H evaluated at an appropriate saddle-point field
configuration [w+/ , w_
/] in which the forces vanish, i.e.
The calculation of saddle-point field configurations requires
repeated evaluations of the forces, (4) and (5), which in turn
through eq 3 rely on an accurate and efficient solution of the
MDE (2). For strongly segregated systems, the sharpness of
the A/B interface imparts a significant degree of stiffness to
the SCFT equations, (4) and (5), as well as the numerical
evaluation of the propagators q(r,s) and q†(r,s) . We address
the latter issue by discretizing in space using collocation and a
plane-wave basis and solve the MDE by means of a semiimplicit
method. The Laplacian operator is treated implicitly with a
fourth-order backward differentiation formula (BDF4), whereas
the source term is discretized explicitly using fourth-order
accurate Adams-Bashford38
In this expression, qn+i denotes q(r,s + i¢s), and ¢s is the step
size. The initial values required to apply this formula are
obtained using backward Euler and Richardson’s extrapolation.
The resulting scheme is fourth-order accurate and uncondition-
ally stable. Moreover, it produces a fast decay of high-frequency
modes, which makes it an ideal candidate for stiff equations,
in particular in combination with spectral collocation methods
of the Fourier type.38,39 Using this scheme, the average error in
q(r,1) was roughly 0.001% at łN ) 80 and a step size of ¢s )
0.001; second-order methods, such as the operator splitting
scheme of Rasmussen and Kalosakas,40 required ¢s < 10-5 to
obtain the same level of accuracy.
We first calculated the saddle-point configuration with Ia3hd
symmetry of an f ) 0.35 diblock at łN ) 20, using a function
proportional to the first Ia3hd harmonic (112) as the initial
condition for w-; w+ was initially set to zero. (L and H
calculations were initialized in an analogous manner.) For other
coordinates in phase space the converged solution for an adjacent
point served as an excellent initial condition. Saddle points were
calculated using the semiimplicit Seidel relaxation method
proposed by Ceniceros and Fredrickson41 to update the pressure
field in Fourier space while the exchange field was relaxed in
real space using an explicit forward Euler scheme. The period
of the unit cell was optimized concurrently with the field
relaxation by minimizing the microscopic stress,42 also via an
explicit scheme.
Each calculation utilized a step size of ¢s ) 10-3 along the
chain contour and a spatial resolution ¢x < 0.1Rg (for the 3D
Q230 simulations this amounts to 2  106 plane waves). The
calculation proceeded iteratively until the magnitudes of the
forces, (4) and (5), were at most 10-5 kBT per chain. This degree
of precision was reached in roughly 2500 iterations, which for
a single 3D gyroid calculation required roughly 72 h of real
time using 32 Intel 3.06 GHz Xeon processors in parallel. This
complement of numerical approaches has proven to an effective
strategy for solving the SCF equations and remains stable even
when the interfaces are both sharp and geometrically compli-
cated as is the case in the present calculations.
In Figure 1, we plot the free energy per chain of the H and
L phases with Q230 as the reference state. These curves show
Q230 is stable with respect to these competing phases by no more
than 0.007 kBT per chain; by comparison, ¢FDIS-Q230  14kBT
at łN ) 100, so the disordered phase is highly unstable at strong
segregation. Figure 2 shows the corresponding phase boundaries,
which are summarized in Table 1, on a revised diblock
copolymer phase diagram. Our calculations of the composition
boundaries of Q230 at łN ) 20 coincide precisely with those
reported by Matsen and Bates16 but deviate slightly at łN )
40, where the Matsen and Bates calculation began to encounter
numerical difficulties. As łN is raised into the strong segregation
regime, we find that the width of the stability window
approaches ¢f  0.015 by łN ) 80. In Table 2, we show that
this window broadens significantly with the introduction of
conformational asymmetry.
The stability of complex phases such as Q230 in block
copolymers stems, in part, from the intermediate degree of
Figure 1. Stability of the H and L phases with respect to Q230 at various
degrees of segregation: łN ) 40 (0), 60 (]), 80 (4), and 100 (O).
Solid (¢F ) FH - FQ230) and dashed (¢F ) FL - FQ230) curves are
provided to guide the eye.
Figure 2. Revised diblock copolymer phase diagram, adapted from
ref 16, that accounts for the Q230 phase boundary calculations that appear
in Table 1. Q229 and CPS refer to the spherical phases with Im3hm and
close-packed (fcc or hexagonal) symmetry, respectively.
Table 1. Phase Boundaries of Q230 in AB Diblocks in the Strong
Segregation Regime
łN fH/Q230 fL/Q230 ¢f
20 0.3380 0.3750 0.0370
40 0.3153 0.3367 0.0217
60 0.3113 0.3285 0.0172
80 0.3088 0.3242 0.0154
100 0.3065 0.3219 0.0153
äH
äw+
) FA(r) + FB(r) - 1 ) 0 (4)
äH
äw_
) 2
łNw_(r) + (FB(r) - FA(r)) ) 0 (5)
25
12qn+1 - 4qn + 3qn+1 -
4
3qn-2 +
1
4qn-3 ) ¢sr
2qn+1 -
¢sw(qn+1 + 4qn - 6qn-1 + 4qn-2 - qn-3) (6)
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Figure 13. XN versus f p ~  diagram for PI-PS diblock copolymers. Open and filled circles represent the order-order (00") and 
order-disorder (ODT) transitions, respectively, calculated using eq 1 and the rheologically determined transition temperatures 
(see Table 1). The dash-dot curve is the mean field prediction5 for the ODT. Solid curves have been drawn to delineate the 
differe t phases observed but might not correspond to precise phase boundaries. Five different ordered microstructures (shown 
schematically) have been observed by us for this chemical system. 
projected images from thin films of this microstructure 
are nearly indistinguishable from those produced by the 
OBDD a r c h i t e c t ~ r e ? ~ . ~ ~  (However, for sufficiently thin 
films, or large domains, it  may he possible to discrimi- 
nate between the local connector topology, i.e., tripod 
versus tetrapod.) With few  exception^'^ the OBDD state 
has been established based on TEM alone. Recently, 
Hajduk et  aLZ7 have concluded that an f p ~  = 0.67 PI- 
PS diblock exhibits a reversible LAM-to-la$d bicontinu- 
ous phase transition based on SAXS as well as TE-M 
analyses. (These authors refer to the hicontinuous Ia3d 
state as the "Gyroid*" phase.) This result is consistent 
with our phase diagram with one exception: we have 
not identified a direct lamellae-cubic transition. At 
least two explanations for this disparity can be ad- 
vanced (i) the HPL is a nonequilibrium (metastable) 
phase, or (ii) the HPL window was missed in the 
experiments by Hajduk et  alJ7 We cannot dismiss 
either possibility at  this time nor resolve this issue with 
the data at hand. Nevertheless, both studies draw the 
same conclusion regarding the symmetry of the high- 
temperature ordered phase. Since then, Hadjuk et  a1.46 
reexamined several PI-PS (starblock) samples origi- 
nally associated with the OBDD micro~tructure13~~7~~ 
and concluded that the Pngm space group assignmeGt 
was flawed, SAXS measurements now indicate the Ia3d 
symmetry. 
The second complicating factor deals with the pro- 
found hysteresis assoeiated with the HEX - la% and, 
to a lesser degree, the HPL - Ia$d phase transitions. 
We have discussed this effect in detail in a previous 
publication.26 Here we merely reiterate that the bicon- 
tinuous cubic phase can he supercooled far below the 
apparent equilibrium order-order phase transition. 
This behavior is most dramatic when dealing with 
cylinders as the low-temperature phase (see also below). 
In a separate report that describes experiments con- 
ducted with polyethylene-poly(ethylethy1ene) (PE- 
PEE) diblocks, we discuss the HEX - Ia3d transition 
and metastability in more detail.37 Here we suggest 
that the identification of bicontinuity in the strong 
segregation limit (SSL) may reflect such metastability 
due to solvent casting or cooling from elevated temper- 
atures. RecenJ theory also predicts the absence of either 
OBDD or Ia3d bicontinuous phases in the SSL at 
e q ~ i l i b r i u m ? ~ , ~ ~  Note, however, that we cannot rule out 
the possibility of a metastable OBDD phase, particularly 
in high molecular weight specimens that would order 
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.2: (a) Theoretical BCP phase diagra repro ced from Ref. 15. (b) Exper ental PS-b-PI
BCP phase diagram reproduced from Ref. 16. (c) Illustration of microphase geometeries.
Diblock Phase Diagram
For diblock copolymer systems there are four equilibrium morphologies predicted to appear de-
pending on two independent parameters: the composition ( f ), and χN. These phases are lamellae (L),
hexagonally packed cylinders (C), and body centered spheres (S), and a bicontinous gyroid phase (G).
The last two phases are also commonly referred to by their space groups Im3¯m (Q229) and Ia3¯d (Q230),
respectively. See Figure 1.2 for a picture of the morphologies and theoretical phase diagram as predicted
by self consistent field theory (SCFT) and experimental phase diagram.
The theoretical phase diagram has changed over the course of the last 30 years, in Leibler’s orig-
inal phase diagram only the three classical phases (L, C, and S) were predicted.14 In 1986 Thomas et
al. experimentally identified a bicontinous cubic structure and refered to it as an ordered bicontinous
5double-diamond phase (OBDD).17 In 1994, the gyroid phase was discovered and found to be stable in
the WSL regime (up to χN of 20).18–20 In 1995, Khandpur et al. studied the poly(styrene-b-isoprene)
system (PS-b-PI) and found the G phase at higher segregation became a hexagonally perforated layer
(HPL) phase.16 Around this time it was also discovered upon closer examination, using scattering meth-
ods, that samples that had been originally found to be OBDD were actually Q230.21 In fact, to the au-
thor’s knowledge, there has been no samples proven to be OBDD using scattering techniques. In 1996,
Matsen and Bates unified WSL and SSL theories and speculated that the G phase was stable to χN of
60.22 By 1997, Hajduk et al. had proven the HPL phase to be only metastable.23 In 2006, Cochran et
al. showed that theoretically the gyroid phase is stable throughout the SSL regime, albeit over a very
narrow composition range.24 This agrees with a 2002 paper which showed experimental evidence of
the Q230 phase at very strong segregation (χN ∼ 75000).25 A new equilibrium phase with the space
group of Fddd (O70), a 3D network morphology with an orthorhombic unit cell, was predicted to exist
in 2006,26 and found experimentally in 2007.27 A more in-depth study in 2009 showed the Fddd phase
in a PS-b-PI to be limited within a very small composition range and at relatively weak segregation
(0.629 < fPI < 0.649 and 25 < χN < 30).28 See Figure 1.3 for the geometry and location of the Fddd
morphology.
1.3 Controlled “Living” Polymerization
Polymers are considered to be monodisperse if the polydispersity index (PDI) is less than or equal
to 1.10. While it has been shown that BCPs will still self-assemble at PDIs of greater than 1.1, many
theoretical BCP papers make the assumption of monodisperse blocks which greatly simplify calcula-
tions.29 Experimentally it is possible to achieve monodisperse precision in both PDI and architecture of
BCPs by using living polymerization. Standard free radical polymerization cannot achieve a PDI lower
than 2 typically. There are three main types of living polymerization: anionic, cationic, and controlled
radical polymerization.
Anionic Polymerization
Anionic polymerization is a chain growth mechanism where there are no intermediate termination
steps or chain transfer reactions in the absence of impurities. It is also the oldest type of living poly-
6
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) Fddd structure and (b) the Bragg points. The Bragg points on the same plane are
drawn by the same grey scale and the size of spheres indicates the relative strength of Bragg peaks.
The Bragg points for the modes with the amplitudes ai and b j are indicated by the spots connected
by the lines (a hexagon and two squares) whereas the new modes considered in the present study
are shown by the tiny isolated (8 + 2) spots.
Table 1. Representative values of the amplitudes of a gyroid and an Fddd structure for τ = 2.3
and φ¯ = 0.13.
Gyroid Fddd
Amplitudes Absolute value Amplitudes Absolute value
ai (i = 1, . . . , 12) 0.078 816 a5, a6, a10, a11 0.132 386
b j ( j = 1, . . . , 6) 0.033 577 a2, a4 0.068 444
dk (k = 1, 2, 3) 0.001 795 b3 0.039 548
c1, c2, c11, c12 0.008 913
d1 0.006 094
3. Direct simulations of the time-evolution equation
In this section we carry out direct numerical simulations of equation (2) in three dimensions to
confirm the results obtained by the mode expansion method in the preceding section.
It should be noted that the equilibrium period of the structures is unknown before solving
the equation. Therefore we have to repeat simulations by changing the system size to find the
optimal system size which gives us the lowest free energy for each structure. Because this is
time consuming, simulations are performed in a small system such that only one period of the
structure is contained. The cubic system is divided into 64 × 64 × 64 cells by varying the cell
size and the periodic boundary conditions are imposed.
We obtain the four equilibrium solutions of lamellar, hexagonal, gyroid and Fddd
structures as asymptotic time-independent solutions. Substituting these solutions into the
free energy functional (1), the equilibrium free energy of each structure can be calculated.
Figures 4(a)–(c) display the results, respectively, for τ = 2.15, τ = 2.19 and τ = 2.2 and for
φ¯ = 0.097. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis are the system size and the free energy per
unit volume, respectively. Note that the scale of the vertical axis is quite small. Nevertheless, it
is evident from these figures that the free energy per unit volume of the Fddd structure is lowest
for τ = 2.19 and φ¯ = 0.097, whereas the free energy of a hexagonal structure is lowest for
τ = 2.15 and that of a lamellar structure is lowest for τ = 2.2.
4. Summary and discussion
To summarize, we have investigated the stability of the Fddd structure in AB diblock
copolymers by means of two alternative methods. One is the mode expansion, taking account
(a)
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between L and G phases. Three types of the OOT, L-Fddd,
Fddd-G, andL-G, transitionswith increasing temperaturewere
observed. The location of the Fddd region and three types of the
OOTagreewith that predicted by Tyler et al.14However, wewere
not able to observe cylinder and sphere phases among gyroid,
Fddd, and disorder phases as found theoretically.Khandpur et al.
did not find cylinder and sphere phases at 0.627 e fPI e 0.653.
This may be because the thermal fluctuation effects enhance the
disordered state and vanish cylinder and sphere regions around
the observed fr ction region.19
IV. Conclusions
We investigated the phase behaviors of eight SI diblock
copolymers, S1 to S8, with different fPI in the range of 0.627 e
fPIe 0.653 by SAXS and TEM. As a result, S1 having the lowest
fPI=0.627 in the samples showedL to disorder transition, and the
OOTwas not found. S8 having the highest fPI=0.653 showed the
OOT of L-G transition and did not have the Fddd structure.
On the other hand, S2 to S7 samples with 0.629 e fPI e 0.649
showed the Fddd structure and showed two types of OOTs
(L-Fddd and Fddd-G transitions). We found that the stable
region of the Fddd phase is limited within 0.629e fPIe 0.649 and
25<χN<30.
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Figure 11. Phase diagram of SI diblock copolymer with the χ para-
meter reported by Khandpur et al. in the phase diagram obtained by
them. Each symbol represents the different morphologies. The opened
circles, filled triangles, opened squares, and represent the L, Fddd, G,
and disorder, respectively. Broken lines indicate the phase boundaries
showing the OOT and the ODT, and the pink region shows the stable
region of the Fddd phase.
(b)
Figure 1.3: (a) Fddd geometric structure r produced from Ref. 26. (b) Experimental PS-b-PI BCP
phase diagram showing region of Fddd morphology reproduced from Ref. 16.
merization. In 1956, Michael Szwarc was the first to demonstrate anionic polymerization of styrene
using sodium naphthalenide in THF.30 It was in this paper that Szwarc first suggested that the initiation
occurs by electron transfer between the initiator anion to the styrene and creates a styrl anion. Also the
same year Szwarc coined the term “living polymerization” after determining that the viscosity of the
reaction solution increased after adding fr sh monomer to a fully reacted system, confirming that the
terminal chain ends remain active even after complete monomer consumption.31
Anionic polymerization can be used to polymerize vinyl monomers such as styrenes, dienes, and
acrylates.32 The polymerization is initiated by Lewis bases, most commonly organometallic compounds
such as alkyllithiums. These initiators in an aprotic solution will form carbanions, counterbalanced by
the lithium cation, which will attack the electron deficient c rbon double bond f the monomer in both
the initiation and propagation steps.33 The alkyl portion of the initiator will attach to the non-growing
end of the polymer chain as can be seen in the mechanism illustrated below in Figure 1.4. Termination
will not occur unless there is a protic contamination such as water or methanol.
The choice of solvent and initiator play a key role in determining the stability of the reaction.
740 °C
(a) Initiation
40 °C
(b) Propagation
40 °C
(c) Termination
Figure 1.4: Mechanism for the anionic polymerization of styrene adapted from Ref. 34.
8Figure 1.5: Scheme to produce PS-b-PI reproduced from Ref. 36.
Alkyllithiums will aggregate in solution and the degree of aggregation depends on the solvent polarity,
temperature, and the size of the alkyl group. In general they are less aggregated in polar solvents and
decrease in aggregation with increasing alkyl group size.33 The lower the aggregation, the faster the
initiation takes place, which is needed to provide proper control of the polymerization.
An important consequence of anionic polymerization being free of termination and chain transfer
reactions is that the number-average molecular weight of the polymer can be calculated by the amount
of polymer consumed and initiator used.32 Also the chains propagate at the same rate and are the same
length after an interval of time meaning there is linear growth of the polymer chains verses monomer
conversion. This gives rise to polymers with a narrow molecular weight distribution (PDI < 1.1) called
a Poisson distribution.35
The active terminal chain ends give rise to the simplest route to a linear BCP; adding a second
monomer into the reaction mixture after the first monomer is fully consumed. Figure 1.5 shows a
reaction pathway for a poly(styrene-b-isoprene) diblock copolymer. There are important conditions
that must be met in order to synthesize well defined BCPs.36 The carbanion of the first monomer must
be able to initiate the polymerization of the second monomer and this initiation rate (crossover reaction
rate) must be higher than the rate of propagation of the second monomer to ensure a low PDI. The
second monomer must also have very high purity or else partial termination of the first polymer will
lead to loss of molecular weight and composition control.
Cationic Polymerization
Cationic polymerization is like anionic polymerization but instead is initiated with a Lewis acid
and has a cation as an active center instead of an anion. While simplistically the opposite of anionic
polymerization, cationic polymerization in practice is much more complex. Carbenium ions have a very
9high reactivity which leads to a couple of problems for making cationic polymerization living: the rate
of propagation is very high even at low temperatures which makes reaction control difficult, also side
reactions and transfer reactions can take place.37 The difficulty in reducing the chain transfer reactions
is that the β-H atom next to the carbocationic center is acidic so chain transfer by β-proton elimination
is built in to cationic vinyl polymerization.38 In 1984 Miyamoto et al reported the controlled polymer-
ization of vinyl ethers using a combination of hydrogen iodide and iodine as nucleophilic counteranions
to reduce the reactivity of the growing end without reducing the rate of initiation.39
Cationic polymerization is most commonly used to polymerize isobutylene and alkyl vinyl ether
which can only be polymerized via the cationic route.36 Other common monomers that can be poly-
merized cationically are styrene and its derivatives with electron donating groups, furan, and some
heterocyclic monomers.
Controlled Radical Polymerization
Controlled (living) radical polymerization (CRP) is a relatively new area of polymerization discov-
ered within the last 10 - 15 years that allow preparation of well-defined polymers that were previously
unattainable with other polymerization mechanisms.40 Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP),
nitroxide-mediated polymerization (NMP), and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer poly-
merization (RAFT) are three of the most commonly used CRP methods.41 Living radical polymeriza-
tion was once considered impossible due to the fast propagation rates and radical-radical termination
reactions. These new CRP techniques exploit an equilibrium between propagating radicals and dormant
species to minimize termination reactions.42 If the dormant phase is strongly favored the concentration
of active radicals will be very low and the radical-radical termination reaction is all but eliminated until
high conversion. Both ATRP and NMP involve this reversible deactivation of propagating radicals or
”persistent radical effect” in which a steady state of growing radicals is achieved through the activation-
deactivation process rather than initiation-termination like in regular radical polymerization.43 In these
processes the dormant species are also the source of radicals. The RAFT mechanism is a degenera-
tive transfer process and is different in that the activation-deactivation equilibrium is determined by
chain-transfer reactions and the radicals needed for initiation and propagation come from an external
source.44
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1.4 Nanoparticle Inclusions
In order for a nanocomposite to form at least one characteristic dimension of the particle inclusion
must be within the length scale of the BCP microstructure.1 There are many types of nannoparticle
inclusions and are classified based on the dimensionality of the inclusion. Zero-dimensional (0D) in-
clusions include quantum dots and metal nanocrystals such as gold nanoparticles. One-dimensional
(1D) inclusions are tube shaped and commonly carbon nanorods, with two-dimensional (2D) inclu-
sions being sheets, commonly layered silica. No matter which dimension of nanoparticle is used, most
nanoparticles need to be surface treated for compatibilization with the host polymer. Without surface
treating, the particles will tend to aggregate and macrophase separate due to the unfavorable energetic
interactions between the particle surface and the matrix polymer. Polymer ligands play an important
role in the stabilization of nanoparticles and have a large role in determining how nanoparticles will
segregate within the polymer matrix.9 Most of the research on BCP nanocomposites has focused on
0D particles as the nanoparticle inclusion. A further discussion of gold and silica nanoparticles now
follows.
Gold Nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are among the most stable nanoparticles and have many applications
in biology, catalysis, and nanotechnology.45 Colloidal gold solutions have been around for hundreds of
years and were used in ceramics and glass making as well as for the diagnosis of syphilis.46,47 Most
methods for synthesis of AuNPs involve the reduction of a gold salt, with one of the oldest methods
being the citrate reduction of hydrogen tetrachloroaurate in water giving AuNPs of around 20 nm in
diameter.48
Thiol terminated ligands provide stabilization for AuNPs as thiols will spontaneously absorb to gold
surfaces.49 Thiols and gold have a strong, near covalent bond, interaction. In 1994, Brust et al. pub-
lished a synthesis method for AuNPs by reducing HAuCl4 with sodium borohydride in the presence of
alkanethiols in a two-phase liquid-liquid system.50 The reaction starts with the AuCl4
−
being transferred
from the aqueous phase to an organic toluene phase using tetraoctylammonium bromide as the phase
transfer reagent. The reduction happens in the organic phase with the addition of the sodium borohy-
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Figure 1 Scheme showing a comparison between the two-phase synthesis (Brust et al.) and the herein presented one-phase 
synthesis of thiol-functionalized gold nanoparticles.
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of Brust two phase and Yee one phase pathways to thiol coated gold nanopar-
ticles reproduced from Ref. 53.
dride. This method of preparation is very important as it allows the synthesized AuNPs to be handed as a
simple chemical compound that is thermally stable and air stable. It also creates AuNPs with controlled
sizes in a range between 1 to 3 nm in diameter and with a lower polydispersity. Further studies using
modifications of Brust’s synthesis method showed the reaction could be generalized to produce a wide
range of particle sizes just by varying the initial gold:thiol mole ratio.51 The higher the gold:thiol ratio,
the larger the AuNPs diameters are (up to 20 nm). It also has been shown that AuNPs prepared using
polymeric thiols are smaller than AuNPs prepared with alkanethiols at equivalent gold:thiol ratios.52
In 1999, Yee et al. published a simplified procedure for the production of thiol-functionalized
AuNPs in just a one phase using THF as the solvent and using lithium triethylborohydride as the reduc-
ing agent.53 This procedure can also be used to produce palladium and iridium nanoparticles. Figure
1.6 compares the Brust and Yee reaction pathways.
Silica Nanoparticles
A process for making monodisperse silica spheres was published in 1968 by Stober and Fink.54
The process is a hydrolysis of alkyl silicates and condensation of silicic acid in ethanol using ammonia
as a catalyst. Silica nanoparticles ranging from sizes less than 50 nm to 2000 nm can be produced
with Stober’s method. The size of particle produced is changed by varying the mole ratio of water and
ammonia in the ethanol.
Brandriss and Margel presented a method to create monolayer coating on silica colloids such as
those produced by Stober’s method.55 Alkylsilane compounds can be coated on the silica nanoparticles
to give the desired surface interactions. Also recently a new ATRP initiator was developed by Zhang et
al. that can be attached to the surface of silica nanoparticles.56 It was then demonstrated that structurally
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well defined polystyrene and block copolymer poly(strene-b-methyl methacrylate) could be grown from
the nanoparticle surface giving a silica nanoparticle with a thick polymer shell.
1.5 Block Copolymer Nanocomposites
This section will focus on 0D BCP nanocomposites. If the reader is interested in 1D or 2D nanocom-
posites there are some excellent reviews on carbon nanotube composites57,58 and silica nanocompos-
ites.6,59,60
While there have been numerous studies of nanoparticles dispersed into homopolymer matrices,
BCP nanocomposites have attracted more attention due to the self assembly aspects of BCPs that can
be used to direct the spatial distribution of the nanoparticles and thereby tailor the properties of the
nanocomposite. There are two approaches for the preparation of block copolymer nanocomposites, in-
situ synthesis or ex-situ synthesis and co-assembly. The in-situ synthesis method requires preloading
the monomers with a metal salt and then reducing the salts after the monomer has been polymerized.61
This method gives poor control over particle size and limits the surface chemistry and architecture of
the nanoparticles. In the ex-situ method the nanoparticles are prepared separately, allowing for better
control over particle shape, size, and surface modification to the particle. The particles are then added
to the BCP and during the self assembly process segregate to the desired domain.
Balazs et al. are a leading group in theoretical modeling the assembly of solid nanoparticles in
BCPs. The method they use combines self consistent field theory (SCFT) with a density functional
theory (DFT). SCFT describes the behavior of the polymer system while DFT predicts particle ordering
and phase behavior in colloids. For a diblock copolymer the system is defined by seven parameters:
χABN, χAPN, χBPN, N, f , R, and φP.62 R is the particle radius and φP is the volume fraction of particles
and f is the volume fraction of the diblock chain composed of polymer A. N is the polymerization
index and determines R0, the natural polymer size. Figure 1.7 shows the distribution of large and
smaller particles in a lamellar BCP at various particle loadings with χABN = 20, N = 1000, χAP = 0, χBP
= χBA = χAB , and f = 0.35. This shows that larger A-like particles will segregate at the center of the A
microdomain while smaller particles will a more dispersed into an ”edge assembled” morphology. In
subsequent work the Balazs group modeled nanoparticle segregation in cylindrical and spherical BCP
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given by fp, and the prefactor 1 – fp is the
volume fraction of the diblocks. Finally, the
particle entropic free energy is given by
Fp 5
fp
a
lnSVfpQpaD 2 1V Edrwp~r!rp(r)
1
1
V Edrrp(r)Chs@w# p~r!# (4)
where Qp is the partition function of a single
particle subject to the field wp(r). The local
particle volume fraction, wp(r), is related to
the dimensionless center of mass distribution,
rp(r), by
wp(r) 5
4a
3pR3 E
ï r9ï ,R
dr*rp~r 1 r9! (5)
The parameter a denotes the particle-to-
diblock volume ratio
a 5
4pR3r0
3N
5
4p
3 S RR0D
3
N# 1/ 2 (6)
where R0 [ aN
1/2 is the natural size of the
polymer, a is the statistical segment length
(assumed to be the same for both A and B
segments), and #N [ a6r2N is the invariant
polymerization index. The last term of Fp
describes the excess (non-ideal) steric free
energy of the particles through the DFT de-
rived by Tarazona (5, 8). In particular, Chs is
the Carnahan-Starling function (9) for the
excess free energy of a hard-sphere fluid,
evaluated with the “weighted” (locally aver-
aged) particle density, w# p(r). This form of the
DFT can be readily extended to ellipsoidal
particles (6 ). Thus, our model can be gener-
alized to mixtures of copolymers and rods or
platelets. By using the same method to com-
pare spherical and ellipsoidal particles, we
can determine the effects of particle shape on
the self-assembly process and equilibrium
structure of the system.
In the mean-field approximation, wA(r),
wB(r), and wp(r) are determined by locating
saddle points in the free energy functional
(Eq. 1) subject to the incompressibility
constraint
wA~r) 1 wB~r) 1 wp(r) 5 1 (7)
This yields a system of equations that is
solved numerically and self-consistently to
give possible equilibrium solutions. To ob-
tain these solutions, we implement the com-
binatorial screening technique of Drolet and
Fredrickson (10, 11). The advantage of this
technique is that it requires no a priori knowl-
edge of the equilibrium morphology; this is
particularly important in our studies because
the diblock-particle system can exhibit struc-
tures that are as yet unknown. We make an
initial random guess for the fields and calcu-
late all the densities and the free energy at
each step; the fields are then recalculated and
the entire process is repeated until changes in
the diblock densities at each step become
sufficiently small. In addition, we also mini-
mize our free energy with respect to the size
of the simulation box, as proposed by Boh-
bot-Raviv and Wang (12).
The system is specified by seven param-
eters: xABN, xAPN, xBPN, N# , f, R, and fp. We
fix xABN 5 20 because we are only con-
cerned that the value be sufficiently large to
drive the microphase separation of the
diblocks. To model an affinity between the
particles and one of the blocks (A), we treat
the particles as chemically identical to A,
setting xAP 5 0 and xBP 5 xBA 5 xAB. This
causes the particles to be preferentially local-
ized in the A domains. For #N, we assign a
typical value of 1000.
The calculations are first performed in one
dimension, allowing for composition varia-
tions in only one direction. Thus, we can
resolve lamellar morphologies and investi-
gate the distribution of particles within the
system. The particle radius is initially set at
R 5 0.3R0. The results of varying the particle
volume fraction, fp, at f 5 0.35 are shown in
Fig. 1, A and B. With fp 5 0.15, Fig. 1A
reveals a new SA morphology where the
entire composite displays spatial ordering.
The A density distribution along the lateral
direction, wA(x), shows a noticeable “crater”
in the center of the A lamellae, indicating an
exclusion of A chains from this region. The
profiles for the particles, wp(x), and their
centers, rp(x), show that the spheres are lo-
calized within this cavity. The entire system
has organized into a well-ordered “core-
shell” structure, with the particles forming
nanosheets within the polymer matrix. When
the particle volume fraction is lowered to
fp 5 0.03 for the same system (Fig. 1B),
there are too few particles to form a solid core
and thereby exclude the A blocks from the
central region. Thus, the composite cannot
form the highly ordered SA phase.
Figure 1C shows a system with smaller
particles (R 5 0.20R0) and a volume fraction
of fp 5 0.15. Instead of the SA phase seen in
Fig. 1A, we now observe a new “edge-assem-
bled” morphology, with the particles forced
nearer the AB interface (as shown by the
particle center distribution). The A-block
Fig. 1. Concentration proÞle of diblock-particle systems [wA (x), density
distribution of A blocks; wp(x) and rp(x), distributions of particles and particle
centers, respectively]. (A) Large particle (R 5 0.3R0), particle volume fraction
fp 5 0.15. (B) Large particle (R 5 0.3R0), fp 5 0.03. (C) Small particle
(R 5 0.2R0),fp 5 0.15. B blocks are not depicted. Three periods are shown
to better illustrate the morphologies. Sketches showing the structure of each
system accompany the proÞles.
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Figure 1.7: Particle distribution of A comp tible particles in an A-B diblock system. (A) Large particles
(R= 0.3R0) at φp = 0.15. (B) Large particles (R= 0.3R0) at φp = 0.03. (C) Small particles (R= 0.2R0)
at φp = 0.15. Reproduced from Ref. 62.
morphologies.63
In 2003, it was experimentally shown that the size (d) of the nanoparticles relative to lamellar
domain spacing (L) would determine whether the particles would localize at the domain interfaces or
within the center of the domain.64 The larger nanoparticles, silicon oxide (d/L ≈ 0.26), segregated in
the interior of the domain due to the decrease in the configurational entropy of the polymer chains being
dominant while the smaller gold nanoparticles (d/L ≈ 0.06) went to the domain interface due to the
decrease in configurational entropy being outweighed by the particles translational entropy. Chiu et al.
were able to demonstrate control of gold nanoparticles in a symmetric poly(styrene-b-2 vinyl pyridine)
(PS-b-P2VP).65 By varying the surface chemistry of the gold particles they were able to control which
domain the gold would localize in or whether it would localize at the block interfaces. Figure 1.8 shows
the TEM images of these segregations.
While BCPs can be used to direct spatial distribution of nanoparticles, they do not simply act as
a template for arrangement.66 Nanoparticles can act on the BCP and have been found to alter BCP
orientation and morphology. Lee et al. computationally predicted that an increase in particle size at
fixed BCP composition, particle volume fractions, and interaction energies can be enough to drive a
lamellar morphology to cylindrical.67 Also experimental work by Kim et al. showed that increasing
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by recent theoretical studies that predict the formation of ordered
mesophases in block copolymer/particle composites due to entropi-
cally driven particle segregation.7 Using a mean field approach, it
was shown for a 2D system representing a mixture of nanoparticles
within a lamellar block copolymer in the intermediate segregation
limit that interfacial segregation of particles is expected to occur
for particle sizes d/L < 0.2, whereas concentration of the particles
at the center of the domain is expected for d/L > 0.3, where d is
the particle, and L is the respective domain dimension. Even though
our system represents the case of strong segregation and the
simulation does not account for the effect of surface grafted groups,
our results follow the theoretical prediction as we find d/L  0.06
for the gold particles and d/L ) 0.26 for the silica particles.8 The
agreement between the simulated and experimentally observed
morphologies suggests that the structure formation process is
determined by predominantly entropic contributions. For large
particles, the decrease in conformational entropy of the respective
polymer subchains upon particle sequestration is dominant, whereas
for smaller particles, the decrease in entropy is outweighed by the
particle’s translational entropy.7,9 We note that this interpretation
is preliminary and more exhaustive studies about the effect of ligand
chemistry on enthalpic compatibilization and particle interaction
within the composite are underway.
Interestingly, as revealed in Figure 2, the morphological char-
acteristics of the two different binary particle/block copolymer
mixtures are retained in the ternary particle1/particle2/block
copolymer mixture and result in autonomous particle separation
and organization into a stacklike structure comprising alternating
sheets of silica and gold nanocrystals. No misplacements in the
particular particle locations could be observed over areas of 4 ím2,
indicating a strong thermodynamic driving force toward the
individual structural states.
Our results demonstrate that self-assembly of block copolymers
and strategically designed nanocrystals provides a route toward
hierarchically ordered multicomponent materials in which the 3D
connectivity is implied by the morphology of the template block
copolymer and the location of nanoscopic insertions is determined
by the characteristic length scales of the materials. This provides
new perspectives to engineer high-performance composite materials
in which the inserted particles are located in regions that allow
efficient capitalization of their characteristic properties.
Furthermore, the naturally occurring size-selective organization
of the nanocrystals presents opportunities for the regular patterning
of surfaces with multiple different-sized nanocrystal species with
complementary chemical or physical characteristics on sub-100 nm
length scales.
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Figure 1. Bright field electron micrographs of binary blends (A) PS-PEP
+ AuR1 and (B) PS-PEP + SiO2R2 with inorganic filling fraction  )
0.02, demonstrating particle deposition at (A) IMDS and (B) center of PEP
domain. PEP-domains appear as brighter regions in the micrograph (no
stain). In both cases, the cutting direction of the films was normal to the
layer direction.
Figure 2. Bright field electron micrograph of a ternary blend of PS-PEP
+ AuR1 + SiO2R2 with inorganic filling fraction  ) 0.02, respectively,
after microsectioning normal to the layer direction (no stain). Gold
nanocrystals appear as dark spots along the IMDS; silica nanocrystals reside
in the center of the PEP domain. Inset: Schematic of the particle distribution
(size proportions are changed for clarity).
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can be understood in terms of çSV, çnS, and çnV, the interfacial
energies of the PS-PVP diblock, the nanoparticle-PS, and the
nanoparticle-PVP interfaces, respectively. The adsorption energy
of a nanoparticle at an interface is given by Ea ) ðr2çSV(1 -
jcos ıj)2, where r is the radius of the particle, and jcos ıj )
jçnV - çnSj/çSV.14 For particles coated with both PS and PVP,
¢ç , çSV, so that cos ı , 1 and Ea  ðr2çSV. Here, 2r = 8 nm
and çSV = 2.8 mN/m, which gives Ea  10kBT. Therefore, we
expect the particles to be bound to the PS-PVP interface if jcos ıj
is small enough. Clearly, other factors can influence particle
adsorption at the interface and may be necessary to explain why a
nanoparticle with 80% surface coverage by PS still goes to the
interface (Figure 2c). For example, any tendency of the PS and
PVP thiols to segregate in 2D on the nanoparticle surfaces15-17
would further favor particle adsorption. By contrast, the chain
stretching free energy can be reduced if particles move away from
the interface, as noted above. Further studies will be required to
determine the importance of these and other factors on particle
location.
In summary, we have designed a system consisting of a
symmetric PS-PVP diblock copolymer matrix containing nano-
particles whose surfaces can be modified to be energetically similar
to one of the blocks or amphiphilic with respect to the two blocks.
Incorporating the particles into the block copolymer matrix, we
demonstrated precise control of the location of the particles within
the matrix simply by varying the composition of ligands on the
particle surfaces. Particles with a mixture of PS and PVP thiols
attached to the surfaces adsorb at the interfaces between the PS
and PVP blocks. Particles with only PS or PVP thiol attached to
the surfaces segregate near the center of the compatible domain.
The control of particle location by varying compositions of ligands
on the particle surfaces is a simple and versatile method that can
be extended to other block copolymer and particle systems.
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Figure 1. TEM image of PS (Mn  1300 g/mol)-coated gold nanoparticles
and the corresponding histogram of particle size distribution.
Figure 2. Cross-sectional TEM images of gold/block copolymer (PS-PVP
diblock with Mn  196 500 g/mol) composite films using gold particles
coated with (a) 100% PS thiol with a grafting density of 0.14 chain/Å2,
d (c) a 1:1 mixture of thiols that produces a particle coating that is 20%
PVP with a grafting density of 0.11 chain/Å2. Graphs (b) and (d) show
the corresponding histograms of particle locations for samples (a) and (c),
respectively.
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can be understood in terms of çSV, çnS, and çnV, the interfacial
energies of the PS-PVP diblock, the nanoparticle-PS, and the
nanoparticle-PVP interfaces, respectively. The adsorption energy
of a nanoparticle at an interface is given by Ea ) ðr2çSV(1 -
jcos ıj)2, where r is the radius of the particle, and jcos ıj )
jçnV - çnSj/çSV.14 For particles coated with both PS and PVP,
¢ç , çSV, so that cos ı , 1 and Ea  ðr2çSV. Here, 2r = 8 nm
and çSV = 2.8 mN/m, which gives Ea  10kBT. Therefore, we
expect the particles to be bound to the PS-PVP interface if jcos ıj
is small enough. Clearly, other factors can influence particle
adsorption at the interface and may be necessary to explain why a
nanoparticle with 80% surface coverage by PS still goes to the
interface (Figure 2c). For example, any tendency of the PS and
PVP thiols to segregate in 2D on the nanoparticle surfaces15-17
would further favor particle adsorption. By contrast, the chain
stretching free energy can be reduced if particles move away from
the interface, as noted above. Further studies will be required to
determine the importance of these and other factors on particle
location.
In summary, we have designed a system consisting of a
symmetric PS-PVP diblock copolymer matrix containing nano-
particles whose surfaces can be modified to be energetically similar
to one of the blocks or amphiphilic with respect to the two blocks.
Incorporating the particles into the block copolymer matrix, we
demonstrated precise control of the location of the particles within
the matrix simply by varying the composition of ligands on the
particle surfaces. Particles with a mixture of PS and PVP thiols
attached to the surfaces adsorb at the interfaces between the PS
and PVP blocks. Particles with only PS or PVP thiol attached to
the surfaces segregate near the center of the compatible domain.
The control of particle location by varying compositions of ligands
on the particle surfaces is a simple and versatile method that can
be xtende to ther block copolymer and particle systems.
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Figure 1. TEM image of PS (Mn  1300 g/mol)-coated gold nanoparticles
and the corresponding histogram of particle size distribution.
Figure 2. Cross-sectional TEM images of gold/block copolymer (PS-PVP
diblock with Mn  196 500 g/mol) composite films using gold particles
coated with (a) 100% PS thiol with a grafting density of 0.14 chain/Å2,
and (c) a 1:1 mixture of thiols that produces a particle coating that is 20%
PVP with a grafting density of 0.11 chain/Å2. Graphs (b) and (d) show
the corresponding histograms of particle locations for samples (a) and (c),
respectively.
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Figure 1.8: (a) Nanoparticle segregation with varying d/L, φP = 0.02 for gold and silica particles
respectively, reprod c d from Ref. 64. (b) Gold nanoparticles with 100% PS ligands in PS-b-P2VP,
φP = 0.15 reprodu ed from Ref. 65. (c) Gold Nanoparticles with 80:20 PS:P2VP coating in PS-b-
P2VP, φP = 0.15 reproduced from Ref. 65.
volume fractions of surface modified nanoparticles into one BCP domain can cause morphological
changes.68
The Kramer group from UC Santa Barbara has been the leader in experimental gold nanoparticle
diblock copolymer s stem research to date. In 2006, it was found that the segregation of gold nanopar-
ticles in a lamellar PS-b-P2VP matrix could be controlled by varying the areal chain density (Σ) of
ligands o a gold nanoparticle.69 Gold nanoparticles were coated in thiol functionalized PS ligands at
various areal chain de sities, as the areal chain density decreased below a critical chain density (∼ 1.4
chains/nm2) the p rticles began to move to the domain inte e rath r than remain at the center of the
PS domain. This is due to gold’s preferential interaction with P2VP and the gold core not being shielded
at low areal chain densities. In a related paper, the effect of PS ligand molecular weight verses areal
chain density on the location of nanoparticles was investigated.70 It was found that as ligand molecular
weight was increased the real chain density of the ligands could be decreased and still localize in the
center of the PS domain. The experiments were able to produced a scaling relationship for the critical
areal chain density, ΣC ∼ ((R+Rg)/RRg)2.
PS coated gold nanoparticle segregation was also investigated by arying the d/L ratio using differ-
ent molecular weights of lamellar PS-b-P2VP.71 As the d/L ratio decreased the particles remained in the
center of the PS domain, although the particles tended to become more delocalized with the PS domain,
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but no “edge assembled” morphology was observed. This “edge assembled” morphology was previ-
ously predicted by Balazs,62 although in the simulation the nanoparticles were solid hard monodisperse
particles. In experimental work the particles have a hard core surrounded by a soft polymer corona and
are not necessarily monodisperse.
In 2007, an investigation into the effect of varying the fraction of PS ligands on the gold nanoparticle
surface took place.72 Gold nanoparticles were prepared with varying PS and P2VP surface compositions
and then dispersed into the lamellar PS-b-P2VP BCP matrix. It was found that between FPS of 0.9 to
0.1 the nanoparticles segregated to the interface and only above FPS of 0.9 did the particles go to center
of the PS domain. Kramer suggests that the FPS range of particles going to the interface is rather large
and posits that the PS and P2VP thiol terminated ligands can rearrange on the nanoparticle surface and
create an amphiphilic particle. See Figure 1.9 for TEM micrographs.
1.6 Project Description
The above observations show that the spatial distribution of nanoparticles in BCPs depends on a
number of parameters including the particle/polymer size ratio and enthalpic interactions between the
particle and copolymer. It is a combination of all these factors, a balancing of enthalpic and entropic
considerations, that determines the morphology of BCP nanocomposites.
One factor that has an impact on particle distribution, particle volume fraction, has not been studied
experimentally to the author’s knowledge. In SCFT calculations by Seung Ha Kim and Eric Cochran
it is suggested that particle volume fraction plays a role in the particle segregation location.73 It is
predicted that for a symmetric block copolymer systems there is a re-entrant behavior for particle seg-
regation location for weakly to moderate selective particles that is dependent on the particle volume
fraction. At low particle volume fractions it is predicted that particles will segregate to the middle of
the favored domain and as the particle volume fraction increases there will come a point where the par-
ticle will segregate to the interface between the blocks until at an even higher particle volume fraction
the particles will revert to segregate in the favored domain. To make the nanoparticle weakly selec-
tive we use a mixture of PS and PI ligands on the surface. See Figure 1.10 for the phase diagrams of
nanoparticle segregation for 3D calculations for the normalized χBP versus particle volume fraction.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 1.9: Segregation of AuNPs coated with varying amounts of PS, P2VP in a PS-b-P2VP BCP,
reproduced from Ref. 72. (a) FPS = 0 (b) FPS = 0.3 (c) FPS = 0.67 (d) FPS = 0.8 (e) FPS = 0.94 (f)
Graph of FPS versus Σ with locations of particle segregation
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Figure 1.10: (a) 3D phase diagram with χABN = 25 at various d/L ratios (b) 3D phase diagram with d/L
= 0.15 at various χABN. Above the lines in the diagrams corresponds with segregation to the favored
domain while below the lines segregation to the interface. Reproduced from Ref. 73
The experimental verification of the effect of particle volume fraction versus d/L ratio on particle
segregation is the initial focus of my research. This involves synthesizing gold nanoparticles with vary-
ing surface chemistries. Once synthesized, the particles are characterized by TEM and TGA. Once the
nanoparticles diameters (core diameter + 2*thickness of the ligand corona) are determined the symmet-
ric block copolymer can be synthesized to the needed molecular weights to give the desired d/L ratios.
Symmetric PS-b-PI diblock copolymer will be used for ease of synthesis. The nanocomposites are then
prepared at various nanoparticle loadings and characterized though TEM and SAXS.
As further discussed in Chapter 4, confinement of BCPs has been used to reduce defects and give
greater control of the resultant BCP orientation and long range order.74 It is proposed that by grafting
BCP chains directly to spherical nanoparticles an intrinsic confinement is introduced and may be the
key to creating long range defect free nanocomposite systems. Beyond the understanding of the effect
of particle volume fraction on particle segregation, the focus of my research will be to improve the
understanding of the morphologies that can be created and further elucidate potential applications of
BCP nanocomposites derived from grafting BCP chains directly to spherical nanoparticle inclusions.
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CHAPTER 2 Experimental Details
2.1 Experimental Materials
1.4M sec-butyl lithium solution in cyclohexane and 1M di-butyl magnesium solution in heptane
were purchased from Aldrich chemical company and used without further purification. 2.5M n-butyl
lithium solution in hexanes, hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) trihydrate, and 1M lithium triethylboro-
hydride solution in THF were purchased from Acros Organics Co. and used without further purifica-
tion. Calcium hydride was purchased from Fisher Scientific Co. and used without further purification.
Styrene (99%) was purchased from Fisher Scientific Co. and was degassed and dried/purified on di-
butyl magnesium prior to use. Isoprene (98%) was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and was
degassed and dried/purified on multiple batches of n-butyl lithium. Cyclohexane and THF (HPLC
grades) were purchased from Fisher Scientific Co. and were degassed and dried by passing through
a solvent cleaning system, consisting of column packed with Q5 catalyst and a column packed with
activated alumina for cyclohexane and two columns packed with activated alumina for THF. Propy-
lene sulfide (96%) was purchased from Acros Organics Co. and degassed and dried on freshly ground
calcium hydride prior to use.
2.2 Equipment
Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC). The molecular weights and molecular weight dis-
tributions of polymer samples were determined via gel permeation chromatography with respect to
polystyrene standards by a Waters 717 autosampler and Waters 515 HPLC system using using a Waters
2414 refractive index detector with chloroform as a solvent.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). 1H NMR spectra were determined on a Varian VXR-300
spectrometer in deuterated chloroform at room temperature.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). A TA Instruments TGA-Q50 was used to determine the
amount of polymer attached to the gold nanoparticles. Samples were heated to 600 ◦C using a heating
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rate of 10◦C min−1.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). TEM experiments were conducted on a Tecnai G2
F20 scanning / transmission electron microscope at a high tension voltage of 200 kV. Ultrathin (∼ 40
nm) sections of material were obtained at cryogenic temperature using a Leica Ultramicrotome Ultracut
125UCT with a Leica EM FCS cryo-stage.
Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) Small angle x-ray scattering experiments were conducted
on a Rigaku copper Kα source instrument. The microfocus cathode source was operated at 40kv and
30mA and the CCD detector measured final x-ray scattering in pico-amperes. Samples were enclosed
in Kapton tape and suspended in an evacuated chamber with a sample to detector distance of 2 m.
2.3 Material Synthesis
Monomer purification
Styrene was degassed through 3 freeze-thaw cycles and transferred via cold distillation over a short-
path into a two-neck flask using PTFE stopcocks where a solution of di-butyl magnesium had been
vacuum dried (0.05 mmol Bu2Mg/g Styrene). The styrene was stirred on the di-butyl magnesium for at
least 1 hour prior to use.
Isoprene was degassed and transferred in the same manner as styrene into a two-neck flask where
a solution of n-butyl lithium had been vacuum dried (0.5 mmol n−BuLi/g Isoprene). The isoprene
was stirred for at least an hour at 0◦C before being transferred into a second flask with fresh n-butyl
lithium and stirred again for at least an hour at 0◦C. This step is repeated until the isoprene become a
light yellow color. N-butyl lithium is a slow initiator for isoprene so the temperature must be kept near
0◦C when in contact with the isoprene or a runaway polymerization can occur leading to explosion or
fire.75
Hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane (D3) was dissolved in clean and dry cyclohexane and dried over cal-
cium hydride (0.2g CaH2/g D3) by stirring overnight at room temperature. The D3-cyclohexane solution
was then transferred via cold distillation to a flask for use.
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Synthesis of Poly(styrene-b-isoprene)
The synthesis of well controlled diblock copolymers can be readily prepared using anionic poly-
merization. The drawback to anionic polymerization is that the reaction must take place under dry
and oxygen free conditions meaning all reactants and solvent must be thoroughly purified and dried as
described in the previous section. The reaction is run using cyclohexane at 40◦C as a solvent. Cyclo-
hexane is a theta solvent for styrene at around 35◦C.76 Also using cyclohexane as a solvent keeps the
formation of 3,4-isoprene to a minimum (∼ 5%).77
The reaction vessel with attached airlock is dried in an oven at 125◦C and hooked up to a shortpath
and evacuated thoroughly to less than 30 mTorr. The flask is then flame torched to remove any remaining
water from the inner surface. The desired amount of cyclohexane is added into the reactor from the
solvent cleaning system and the reactor is then pressurized with argon. The reactor is put into a water
bath kept at 40◦C. The desired amount of styrene and isoprene is cold distilled off of their respective
cleaning agents into clean, flamed, and pre-weighed ampoules. Styrene is then added to the reactor
through the airlock and allowed to mix with the cyclohexane. The amount of sec-butyl lithium needed
is determined stoichiometrically and added to the reactor using an air-tight syringe. The solution will
turn orange indicating the presence of living polystyrl anions. The reaction is let run for around 8 hours
to be sure all monomer is reacted.
An aliquot is taken from the reactor via cannula transfer into a vial containing degassed methanol.
This sample will be used to characterize the first block. The amount of isoprene added to the reactor is
based on the size of the first block and the target volume fraction. Isoprene is added to the reactor in
the same manner as styrene and upon addition the orange color will disappear as isoprene anions have
no color. The reaction is run for another 8 hours before being terminated with the addition of degassed
methanol.
Synthesis of Poly(isoprene-b-dimethylsiloxane)
The reaction vessel is prepared as above with clean and dry cyclohexane in the reactor at 40◦C.
The desired amount of clean and dry isoprene is added to the reactor through the airlock and allowed
to mix with the cyclohexane. The amount of sec-butyl lithium needed is determined stoichiometrically
and added to the reactor using an air-tight syringe. The reaction is let run for around 8 hours to be
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sure all monomer is reacted. Clean and dry D3 in cyclohexane is then added to the reactor and the
temperature is dropped to 25◦C and let run overnight to ensure complete crossover. Clean and dry THF
is then added to the reactor until there was a 50:50 ratio (THF:cyclohexane). THF is needed as a polar
promotor as polymerization of D3 will not proceed without it.78. The reaction was terminated after 4
hours, which was determined to be 50% conversion of theD3, with dimethylchlorosilane to minimize
backbiting reactions which can occur at conversions greater than 85%.79
Synthesis of Thiol-terminated PS or PI
Short chains of polystyrene or polyisoprene ligands (∼ 1.3 kDa) are polymerized via anionic poly-
merization as described above. Before termination the polymer living ends are titrated with 1 mol
equivalent propylene sulfide as describe by Stouffer et al.80 The thiol terminated ends are then proto-
nated with degassed methanol.
Synthesis of Polymer Coated Gold Nanoparticles
The synthesis of polymer coated gold nanoparticles was accomplished using a two phase system of
toluene/water described by Brust et al.81 In general reaction, hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) trihydrate
(0.22 g, 0.56 mmol) was added to 18.7 mL water. Tetra-n-octylammonium bromide (TOAB) (1.367
g, 2.5 mmol) was added to 50 mL toluene, which was then mixed vigorously with the gold salt/water
solution. This solution was mixed for at least 30 minutes to allow complete phase transfer of the gold
salt to the organic phase. The thiol functionalized ligands were then added to the organic phase and
let to stir until dissolved completely. A fresh aqueous solution of 0.4 M sodium borohydride (15.7
mL) was added dropwise to the vigorously stirring solution over 5 minutes. The mixture was allowed
to stir for at least 6 hours. The organic layer was separated and washed multiple times with water to
remove excess TOAB. The organic layer was concentrated to less than 10 mL and then added to 400
mL ethanol and stored at 0◦C overnight. The gold nanoparticles precipitated to the bottom and were
further rinsed through centrifugation with ethanol. Further purification was done by dissolving the
particles in 1:4 hexanes:acetone solution and centrifuging in 50 mL tubes at 8000 rpm for 10 minutes.
Finally the particles were dissolved in methyl ethyl ketone and put in an ultrafiltration unit with an
ultrafiltration membrane (Millipore regenerated cellulose) to separate any free polymer chains from the
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gold nanoparticles.
Preparation of PS-b-PI/Polymer Coated Au Nanoparticle Composites
The preparation of the BCP nanocomposites was done by dissolving the BCP in THF in a 1 dram
vial and adding the polymer coated gold nanoparticles to the solution at the desired particle volume
fraction. The mixture was stirred vigorously for at least 30 minutes and annealed in a saturated solvent
atmosphere at room temperature at at least 2 days. The solvent was allowed to evaporate slowly over
another day and vacuum dried to complete solvent removal. The resulting composite film was on the
order of 1 mm thick.
Characterization
The BCP’s Mn and PDI were determined by GPC using PS standards. H1 NMR using deuterated
chloroform as a solvent was used to determine the volume fraction of various blocks in the BCP.
Polymer coated gold nanoparticles were dissolved at low concentration in THF and drop cast onto
400 mesh Copper grids with a 3 nm thick carbon film and then examined by TEM to find the particle
size distribution. The particle sizes were determined by using ImageJ image software. Nanoparticles
were also characterized using TGA to determine the weight fractions of gold and polymer. The weight
fractions were converted to volume fractions using the density of PS (0.969 g/cm3), PI (0.83 g/cm3)
and gold particles (19.3 g/cm3).82 From the volume fractions, the number of polymer ligands can be
calculated and divided by the average surface area giving the areal chain density of polymer ligands on
the surface.
The BCP nanocomposites films were cut into cross-section samples and mounted on metal posts
using a sucrose solution as an adhesive, then cooled to cryogenic temperatures (-100◦C). Mounted
samples were trimmed using a DiATOME ultratrim with a 35◦ blade angle, and subsequently sectioned
on a DiATOME ultra-thin cryo-knife also with a 35◦ blade angle. Cut sections were transferred to 400
mesh copper grids with the same sucrose adhesive suspended on a EMS Perfect Loop tool. Contrast for
the TEM images was obtained by exposing sections to vapors of 2% aqueous OsO4 solution (Ted Pella,
Inc.) for 15 to 20 minutes to preferentially stain the polyisoprene domains. TEM micrographs provide
direct evidence as to the particles location with the BCP domains.
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CHAPTER 3 Effect of Particle Volume Loading in Block Copolymers on Particle
Segregation
3.1 Introduction
Block copolymer (BCP) nanocomposites have attracted research attention due to the self assembly
aspects of BCPs that can be used to direct the spatial distribution of nanoparticles and thereby tailor the
properties of the nanocomposite. There is high interest in the addition of metalic/inorganic nanopar-
ticles to provide a route for fabrication of high-density magnetic storage media,83 photonic band gap
materials,84 and other novel functional materials. To create any of these novel materials there must be
precise control of both the size and spatial arrangement of the nanoparticles within the block copolymer
system.
While the self assembly of BCPs can be used to direct spatial distribution of nanoparticles, they do
not act as simple templates for arrangement.85 Nanoparticles can and will act on the assembly of BCPs
and have been found to alter BCP orientation and morphology.86,87
Inorganic nanoparticles can be synthesized using various methods, one of the most common being
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) synthesized with either a two phase88 or one phase approach89 using thiol
ligands to stabilize the particles. The thiol ligands can either be short alkane thiols or short polymer
chains terminated with a thiol group. The coating of gold nanoparticles with thiol ligands prevents the
nanoparticles from aggregating and allows them to be solubilized in desired solvents.90
The Kramer group from UC Santa Barbara has been the leader in experimental gold nanoparti-
cle diblock copolymer system research to date. They have systematically studied the control of gold
nanoparticles in a poly(styrene-b-2 vinyl pyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) matrix. By varying the surface chem-
istry of the gold particles they were able to control which domain the gold would localize in or whether
it would localize at the block interfaces.91 They have also found that the segregation of AuNPs in a
lamellar PS-b-P2VP matrix could be controlled by varying the areal chain density (Σ) of ligands on a
gold nanoparticle.92 Gold nanoparticles were coated in thiol functionalized PS ligands at various areal
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chain densities, as the areal chain density decreased below a critical chain density, the particles began
to move to the domain interface rather than remain at the center of the PS domain. This is due to gold’s
preferential interaction with P2VP and the gold core not being shielded from core-matrix interactions
at low areal chain densities.93 In a related paper, the effect of PS ligand molecular weight verses areal
chain density on the location of nanoparticles was investigated.94 It was found that as ligand molecular
weight was increased the areal chain density of the ligands could be decreased and still localize in the
center of the PS domain. The experiments were able to produce a scaling relationship for the critical
areal chain density relating the particle radius (R) to the polymer ligands’ radius of gyration (Rg).
ΣC ∼ ((R+Rg)/RRg)2. (3.1)
In a further investigation to the effect of surface chemistry on AuNP segregation, AuNPs were
prepared with varying PS and P2VP surface compositions and then dispersed into the lamellar PS-b-
P2VP BCP matrix. It was found that between the fraction of PS ligands on the AuNP (FPS) of 0.1 to 0.9
the nanoparticles segregated to the interface, and only above FPS of 0.9 did the particles go to center of
the PS domain.95 Kramer suggests that the FPS range of particles going to the interface is rather large
and posits that the PS and P2VP thiol terminated ligands can rearrange on the nanoparticle surface and
create an amphiphilic particle.
The above observations show that the spatial distribution of nanoparticles in BCPs depends on a
number of parameters including the particle/polymer size ratio and enthalpic interactions between the
particle and copolymer. It is a combination of all these factors, a balancing of enthalpic and entropic
considerations, that determines the morphology of BCP nanocomposites.
Particle volume fraction is a parameter that has not been studied experimentally to the author’s
knowledge. In SCFT calculations by Kim and Cochran, it is shown that particle volume fraction plays a
role in the particle segregation location.96 In these calculations it is predicted that for a symmetric block
copolymer systems there is a re-entrant behavior for particle segregation location for weakly to moderate
selective particles that is dependent on the particle volume fraction. To make the nanoparticle weakly
selective we use a mixture of PS and PI ligands on the surface. It is predicted at low particle volume
fractions that particles will segregate to the middle of the favored domain. While holding all other
parameters constant, if the particle volume fraction is increased there will come a critical point where
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the particles will begin to segregate to the interface between the blocks and stay there until a second
critical point of higher particle volume fraction is reached and the particles will revert to segregate back
in the favored domain. This re-entrant behavior is not seen in 2 dimensional calculations but appears
when the model is expanded to 3 dimensions. See Figure 3.1 for the phase diagrams of nanoparticle
segregation for the 2D and 3D calculations for the normalized χBP versus particle volume fraction.
To experimentally verify the expected re-entrant behavior, gold nanoparticles with varying surface
chemistries will be synthesized. Once synthesized, the particles are characterized by TEM and TGA.
Once the nanoparticles diameters (core diameter + ligand corona) are determined the symmetric block
copolymer can be synthesized to the needed molecular weights to give the desired d/L ratios. The
nanoparticles can then be annealed with the BCP matrix at various particle loadings and examined via
TEM.
3.2 Experimental Details
In depth experimental details are found in the Chapter 2 but a brief description follows. The PS-b-PI
BCP is synthesized using anionic polymerization. Small molecular weight PS and PI thiol terminated
ligands were prepared by titrating the living anionic reaction mixture with propylene sulfide before
termination. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were prepared following the two phase synthesis presented
by Brust et al.88 The AuNPs were mixed at various volume fractions with the BCP solvated in THF and
allowed to anneal in a saturated solvent atmosphere for a few days at room temperature. The composite
was dried thoroughly and TEM samples were prepared via cryo-microtomy and exposed to OsO4, which
preferentially stains the polyisoprene domain, for contrast.
3.3 Results and Discussion
A poly(styrene-b-isoprene) (PS-b-PI) diblock copolymer was prepared using anionic polymeriza-
tion as described in the previous chapter. The copolymer was found to have a total molecular weight of
Mn ∼ 172 kg/mol with a PDI of 1.05 by GPC using PS standards and to be 48% PS by proton NMR
using deuterated chloroform as a solvent. This sample will be used as the matrix for various particle
loadings. In measuring several TEM micrographs, the lamellar domain spacing (L) was found to be
approximately 55 nm.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the model lamellae BCP with nanoparticle in 3 dimensions (b)
2D Phase diagram not showing re-entrant behavior (c) 3D phase diagram with χABN = 25 at various
d/L ratios (d) 3D phase diagram with d/L = 0.15 at various χABN. Above the lines in the diagrams
corresponds with segregation to the favored domain while below the lines segregation to the interface.
Reproduced from Ref. 96
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Table 3.1: Gold Nanoparticle Characterization
Sample Mol%
PS/PI
Gold Core
Diameter
(nm)
Standard
Deviation
(nm)
Weight%
Polymer
Total Parti-
cle Diame-
ter (nm)
Σ
(chains/nm2)
d/L
100/0 PS/PI 2.66 0.72 48.9% 7.23 2.6 0.131
97.5/2.5 PS/PI 2.75 0.71 45.4% 7.16 2.3 0.130
95/5 PS/PI 2.60 0.82 49.0% 7.09 2.5 0.129
90/10 PS/PI 2.95 0.73 45.0% 7.66 2.3 0.139
85/15 PS/PI 2.49 0.92 46.0% 6.57 2.0 0.119
Short thiol terminated polystyrene and polyisoprene chains were synthesized via anionic polymer-
ization to be used as ligands on the gold nanoparticles. PS-SH ligands were prepared to an Mn of 1932
g/mol and a PDI of 1.12 while the PI-SH ligands were 2230 g/mol with a PDI of 1.16.
Gold nanoparticles were prepared using various molar ratios of the PS and PI ligands while holding
the overall thiol:gold molar ratio to 0.92:1. Table 3.1 shows the molar ratios of PS/PI ligands used
in the synthesis of the particles along the gold core diameter and standard deviation. The average
gold nanoparticle core diameter and standard deviation was determined through TEM image analysis.
Samples were prepared by drop casting a dilute solution of nanoparticles onto a 400 mesh copper TEM
grid with a 3 nm thick carbon coating. Figure 3.2 shows sample micrographs that were analyzed using
ImageJ software to get an average gold core diameter and standard diameter. TGA was also performed
on the nanoparticles to get the weight fraction of polymer. Based on the weight fraction the average
total particle diameter and areal chain density (Σ) can be calculated. The ratio of particle diameter to
the lamellar domain spacing is show as d/L.
The gold nanoparticles from Table 3.1 were mixed with the PS-b-PI at various volume loadings
between 2.5% to 20%. Figure 3.3 shows cross-sectional images of 97.5/2.5 PS/PI coated gold nanopar-
ticles at volume loading of 2.5% and 20%. From earlier studies it is expected that the particles be on the
PS interface. The particles do appear to mostly segregate into the PS domain although there are quite
a few particles at the domain interfaces and even a couple into the PI domain. Also it is noticed that in
the 20% volume loading micrograph there are definitely more particles than the 2.5% case but it does
not appear to have 8 times the volume of particles within the domains. Figure 3.4 shows cross-sectional
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Figure 3.2: TEM micrographs of gold nanoparticle representing samples from Table 3.1 [a)85/15
b)90/10 c)95/5 d)97.5/2.5 e)100/0 PS/PI] and f) cross-section of 172 kg/mol PI-b-PS BCP. Scale bar is
10 nm.
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Figure 3.3: Cross-sectional TEM micrographs of PS-b-PI block copolymer containing AuNP coated in
97.5% PS and 2.5% PI. a) 10% vol loading b) 20% volume loading. Scale bar is 20 nm.
images of 90/10 PS/PI coated gold nanoparticles at volume loading of 5% and 15%. The 5% volume
loading micrograph may be inconclusive but it appears there are more particles at the domain interface
than in the PS domain but in the 20% loading micrograph it there appears to be a stronger segregation
to the interface.
In both Figures 3.3 and 3.4 the amount of visible particles do not seem to correspond with the
volume loading percentage. The reason for this is that in most sections that were studied using TEM,
it was observed that particles would segregate and form a macrophase of highly enriched particles and
a lamellar mesophase with a lower particle concentration. Figure 3.5 shows a couple of examples of
these macrophase particle aggregates. These aggregates were observed in even the lowest 2.5% volume
loading and in the higher volume loading the macrophase of highly concentrated particles became large
enough to see using standard light microscopy. The number and size of these macrophase separated
domains increased with higher particle volume loadings and makes it very difficult to know what the
actual volume loading of particles is in the lamellar mesophase. The Kramer group, in 2008, observed
this same macrophase separation of PS coated gold particles although with much larger ligands (∼ 13
kg/mol) than what we are using here and did did not observe them with ligands in the same size range as
used here.94 The Kramer group posits the larger gold particles tend towards immiscibility with the BCP
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Figure 3.4: Cross-sectional TEM micrographs of PS-b-PI block copolymer containing AuNP coated in
90% PS and 10% PI. a) 5% vol loading b) 15% volume loading. Scale bar is 20 nm.
due to the increasing conformational entropy penalty with increasing particle size. This is also observed
in homopolymer/BCP blends, as increasing the Mn of the homopolymer to the lamellar BCP results in a
decreasing volume fraction of homopolymer that can be added before macrophase separation occurs.97
That may be the case here but we are using ligands in the same size range (∼ 2000 g/mol) that Kramer
used and stated seeing no macrophase separations. I am more inclined to think its due to the fact we are
solvent annealing rather than temperature annealing and the solvent is playing some part in the particles
macrophase separating rather than staying miscible with the lamellar phase.
To further the experimental research into the effect of particle volume fraction on particle segre-
gation, a reliable method needs to be found that minimizes or eliminates the formation of the particle
rich macrophases from the rest of the BCP. Temperature annealing instead of solvent annealing maybe
the answer but would require changing PS to a polymer with a glass transition temperature closer to or
below room temperature. Another option would be to move away from using gold nanoparticle since
the reason temperature annealing cannot be used is due to the thiol-gold bond dissociating at around
95◦C.98 There have been many examples in literature of silica nanoparticles being modified with ATRP
initiators and growing polymer ligands grafted from the surface.99–101
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Figure 3.5: Cross-sectional TEM micrographs of PS-b-PI block copolymer containing AuNP coated in
100% PS. a) 2.5% vol loading b) 20% volume loading. Scale bar is 200 nm.
3.4 Conclusions
We have prepared polymer coated gold nanoparticles with varied surface chemistries and added
to a lamellar poly(styrene-b-isoprene) matrix to create nanocomposites. The particles with 97.5% PS
ligands tended to segregate to the center of the domain as expected and particles around 90% PS and
10% PI ligands appeared to have a larger fraction of particles at the domain interface but was not quan-
titatively verified. Macrophase separation of the particles from the lamellar mesophase was observed
in most samples, increasing as the volume loading of particles increased. With this macrophase sepa-
ration, it is unknown what the actual volume fraction of particles still miscible in the lamellar phase is
and makes it very difficult to experimentally determine the effect of particle volume loading on particle
segregation. It is suggested that to further this research to try to either change polymers or change the
type of nanoparticle used so that temperature annealing can be used instead of solvent annealing but
that may or may not solve the issue of macrophase particle aggregation.
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CHAPTER 4 Synthesis and Characterization of Gold Nanoparticles with
poly(isoprene-b-dimethylsiloxane) ligands
4.1 Introduction
Block copolymers (BCPs) have attracted research attention principally for their self assembly as-
pects that form regular nanometer scale patterns. BCP thin films are particulary interesting in that they
provide the possibility for two dimensional long range order that can then be used for nanolithography,
nanoparticle synthesis, and high density storage media. Other uses, such as, fuel cells, batteries, and
optoelectronic devices rely on the extremely regular self assembly of BCPs over macroscopic distances.
The problem is the orientation of microdomains are usually imperfect and not regular over long enough
distances.102 These defects are know as disclinations and dislocations and are shown in Figure 4.1.
The lamellar morphology of block copolymers can be considered analogous to the smectic phase of
low molecular weight liquid crystals.103 In seminal work by Toner he showed that in layered systems
with free dislocations there was a length scale at which the system took the properties of a nematic
liquid crystal.104 This length scale, the dislocation correlation length (ξD), scales with the energy of an
isolated dislocation (ED) as: ξD ∼ exp(ED/2kBT ). Ordinarily disclinations do not appear as they have
too high an energy to appear at equilibrium but two oppositely charged disclinations brought together
will form a dislocation.
One possible way to decrease defects (i.e. increase the energy of an isolated defect) has been to
confine the BCP to physical or chemical patterns on a substrate to control the orientation and provide
for long range ordering, even into non-regular structures.105 This brings further geometric parameters
of the confinement, wetting interactions between the confinement and BCP, plus regular bulk BCP
parameters and interactions into determining the final morphology. Recent SCFT calculations by Yang
et al. look into the microphase separation of a symmetric diblock copolymer confined between a flat
bottom with a square-wave top surface and show the importance of the geometric parameters in the final
morphology.106 The problem with confinement is the techniques to pattern the substrates on the same
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of dislocations and disclinations in layered materials reproduced from Ref.
104 . Oppositely charged disclinations (b) and (c) and the result of bringing them together to form a
dislocation shown in (a). Isolated dislocations have finite energy, ED, characterized by Burger’s vector,
which is the amount by which the heavy path in (a) fails to close.
length scale as the blocks are very sophisticated and costly.107 Another issue is that even in BCPs with
very high long range order and few defects where nanoparticles can be controlled as to which domain
they will segregate,108,109 there is still very little to no control over interparticle spacing which is needed
to fully exploit the novel properties of spherical nanoparticles.
“Single component” nanocomposite systems may provide another possible way to reduce defects
and increase order by attaching block copolymer ligands directly to the nanoparticles themselves. At-
taching BCP ligands to the nanoparticles themselves would be creating a single component nanocom-
posite system where the nanoparticle and matrix are covalently bonded to each other so they cannot
macrophase separate, much like BCPs are a single component system with two different polymer chains
covalently bonded. BCP ligands attached to nanoparticles directly might introduce an intrinsic confine-
ment that may be the key to long range defect free systems. Work done by Behling has shown long range
defect free lamellar systems with poly(n-butyl acrylate-b-styrene) attached to 2-D montmorillonite clay
nanoparticles as seen in Figure 4.2.110 Though there has been very little work done in this area with
0-D spherical nanoparticles to date.
Here we report the synthesis of a single component nanoparticle system of gold nanoparticles with
poly(isoprene-b-dimethylsiloxane) (PI-b-PD) ligands attached. The PI-b-PD was synthesised via an-
ionic polymerization of isoprene followed by anionic ring opening polymerization of hexamethylcy-
clotrisiloxane (D3) and was terminated using dimethylchlorosilane to give a terminal silyl hydride. This
terminal silyl hydride can then be hydrosilated with a number of substituted alkenes using Karstedt’s
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100 nm
1 μm
Figure 5.5 TEM micrograph of sample MnBS-60-63, demonstrating a 4x4µm square of
defect free lamellae. Inset shows incredible regularity of lamellae. Scale bar
is 1 µm.
Figure 4.2: TEM micrograph of (60 kDa)poly(n-butyl acrylate)-b-(63 kDa)polystyrene brush grafted
to montmorillonite clay, demonstrating a 4x4µm square of defect free lamellae reproduced from Ref.
110. Scale bar is 1 µm.
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functionalized polymers since this is a living
functionalization reaction and the product
is a substituted, polymeric 1,1-diphenylalk-
yllithium that can be used to initiate
polymerization of a second monomer.[13]
This method suffers from the limitation of
most anionic functionalization reactions
that protecting groups must be used for
many functional groups of interest, e.g.,
primary and secondary amine, hydroxyl,
carboxyl and thiol.[5,14,15] Therefore, it was
of interest to investigate the utility of the
GFM method based on the hydrosilylation
of silyl hydride-functionalized polystyrenes
for the preparation of in-chain functiona-
lized polymers as illustrated in Scheme 2.[12]
Experimental Part
Chemicals and Solvent
Benzene (Certified ACS, EM Science) and
styrene (99%, Aldrich) were purified as
previously described.[16] Benzene was dis-
tilled as needed from poly(styryl)lithium
directly into the polymerization reactor.
sec-Butyllithium (Chemetall Foote Corp.;
12 wt % in cyclohexane) was used as
received after double titration with allyl
bromide.[17] Chlorodimethylsilane (98%,
Aldrich) and dichloromethylsilane (98%,
Aldrich) were purified by stirring over
calcium hydride with periodic degassing
for 12 h followed by distillation onto a
Si HCl Si HPS
Si HPS + CH2X
Pt
SiPS
CH3CH3
CH3 CH3
CH3
CH3
CH3
CH3
X
PSLi + + LiCl
Scheme 1.
General functionalization methodology for chain-end functionalization, using chlorosilane functionalization
followed by hydrosilylation.
Si
Cl
HCl Si
PS
HPS 2 LiCl
Si
PS
HPS + CH2X
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SiPS
CH3
CH3 CH3
CH3
PS
X
+2 PSLi +
Scheme 2.
General functionalization method for synthesis of in-chain, functionalized polymers.
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Figure 4.3: Scheme for general chain-end functionalization reproduced from Ref. 111 .
Pt(0) catalyst to give desired chain-end functionalized polymer that could not be acheived through
standard ionic polymerizations.111 The general reaction method is shown in Figure 4.3. To date this
method has been show to synthesis amine-,112 epoxy-,113 trialkoxysilyl-,114 and cyano-functionalized
polymers.115 A difun tional diene thioac tat ligand, S-(10-u decenyl) thioacetate, was synthesized by
dissolving 11-bromo-1-undecene and potassium acetate in ethanol and r fluxing overnight as shown in
Figure 4.4. This ligand was then used in a hydrosilylation reaction with the terminal silyl hydride on
the PI-b-PD to give a thioacetate functional BCP chain.
One of the more common gold nanoparticle preparations, developed by Brust-Schiffrin,116 involves
the reduction of a gold salt in the presence of an alkanethiol in a two-phase liquid-liquid system to
give stable gold-thiol coated nanoparticles that can be handled as a simple chemical compound. Recent
work by Zhang et al. has shown that gold nanoparticles using the Brust-Schiffrin method can also
be prepared by substituting long-chain thioacetates in the place of alkanethiols.117 Gold nanoparticles
coated with the thioacetate functionalized PI-b-PD ligands were synthesized in this fashion. The product
gold nanoparticles were then characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and small angle
x-ray scattering (SAXS). Although the particles are are shown to be coated with BCP, the system did
not seem to show any discernable degree of order, which was surprising.
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Figure 4.4: Scheme for S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate ligand.
4.2 Experimental Details
Materials. Isoprene (98%, ACROS), styrene (≥99%, Aldrich), and hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane
(98%, ACROS) along with HPLC grade cyclohexane and THF (Fisher) used in anionic populariza-
tions were purified as previously described in Chapter 2. Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) trihydrate
(ACROS), tetra-n-octylammonium bromide (TOAB, ACROS), sodium borohydride powder (Fisher),
potasium thioacetate (98%, Aldrich), 11-bromo-1-undecene (95%, Aldrich), N-allylmethylamine (96%,
Aldrich), anhydrous carbon disulfide (≥99%, Aldrich), and allyl mercaptan (70%, Alfa Aesar) were
used as received. 1.3M sec-butyl lithium solution in cyclohexane (ACROS), 1M di-butyl magne-
sium solution in heptane (ACROS), calcium hydride (Fisher), and 2.5M n-butyl lithium in hexanes
(ACROS) were used as received for purification and initiation purposes. Chlorodimethylsilane (98%,
Aldrich) and methanol (reagent grade, Fisher) were degassed prior to use. Benzene (ACS grade, EMD
Chemicals) was kept on molecule sieves (4A˚, Fischer) and used as received. Karstedt’s catalyst, 1,3-
divinyltetramethyldisiloxane-Pt(0) complex 2% in xylene (Aldrich), was used as received.
Synthesis of Chain-end, Silyl Hydride-Functionalized Poly(isoprene-b-dimethylsiloxane). 5
grams isoprene was added to approximately 150 mL of cyclohexane in a closed glass reaction ves-
sel in a 40◦C water bath following standard high-vacuum techniques for anionic polymerization. The
stoichiometrically required amount of initiator (sec-Butyl lithium) was added via an air-tight syringe.
The reaction was let proceed for 8 hours to ensure full conversion of the monomer. At this point an
aliquot would be taken and quenched with degassed methanol. 10.8 grams of D3 in approximately 50
mL of cyclohexane would then be added to the reaction vessel and let stir overnight (at least 12 hours)
while the water bath temperature would be lowered to 25◦C. Only a monoadduct of D3 will add to the
poly(isopryl)lithium until a polar promotor, such as THF is added to the reaction vessel.118 Approxi-
mately 200 mL of purified THF is added to the reaction vessel to give around a 50:50 cyclohexane:THF
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ratio. Once the THF is added the D3 will proceed to be polymerized. After 4 hours excess degassed
dimethylchlorosilane was added to the reactor to terminated the reaction and give a terminal silyl hy-
dride. The polymer was precipitated into excess methanol and dried in a vacuum oven at ∼ 50◦C for at
least 24 hours.
Synthesis of S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate. S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate was synthesized follow-
ing a procedure set out by Evans et al.119 Potassium thiocetate (1.79 g, 15.6 mmol) was added to 100
mL absolute ethanol which was degassed by bubbling with argon for at least 30 minutes. 11-bromo-1-
undecene was added via air-tight syringe (2.3 mL, 10.5 mmol) and the solution was refluxed overnight
(at least 12 hours). The volatiles were was evaporated under reduced pressure. The resulting residue
was dissolved in 100 mL of water and washed with ethyl ether (3x100 mL) to recovered the desired
product. The organic layers were dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate, filtered, and evaporated
under reduced pressure.
Functionalization by Hydrosilylation. Silyl hydride functionalized PI-b-PD (0.303 mmol) and
dry benzene (∼20 mL) were added to a 50 mL round bottom flask with a septum and was bubbled with
argon for 30 minutes. S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate (0.205 g, 0.9 mmol) was added via air-tight syringe
along with 2 to 3 drops (∼50µL) Karstedt’s catalyst. The contents were kept under an argon atmosphere
and vigorously stirred at room temperature for a week. The resulting solution was precipitated into
excess anhydrous methanol and dried via vacuum oven.
Preparation of Gold Nanoparticles using PI-b-PD thioacetate functionalized ligands. Gold
nanoparticles were prepared in a two phase toluene/water reaction outlined by Brust et al.116 Hy-
drogen tetrachloroaurate(III) trihydrate (0.1 g, 0.254 mmol) was added to 8.5 mL water. Tetra-n-
octylammonium bromide (TOAB) (0.744 g, 1.14 mmol) was added to 23 mL toluene, which was then
mixed vigorously with the gold salt/water solution. This solution was mixed for at least 30 minutes
to allow complete phase transfer of the gold salt to the organic phase. The thioacetate functionalized
PI-b-PD (3.62 g, 0.242 mmol) was then added to the organic phase and let to stir until dissolved com-
pletely, giving a near 1:1 thiol:gold ratio. A fresh aqueous solution of 0.4 M sodium borohydride (7.14
mL) was added dropwise to the vigorously stirring solution over 5 minutes. The mixture was allowed
to stir for at least 6 hours. The organic layer was separated and washed multiple times with water to
remove excess TOAB. The organic layer was concentrated to less than 10 mL and then added to 400 mL
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ethanol and stored at 0◦C overnight. The gold nanoparticles precipitated to the bottom and were further
rinsed through centrifugation with ethanol. Further purification was done by dissolving the particles in
1:4 hexanes:acetone solution and centrifuging in 50 mL tubes at 8000 rpm for 10 minutes. Finally the
particles were dissolved in methyl ethyl ketone and put in an ultrafiltration unit with a 100 kDa MWCO
ultrafiltration membrane (Millipore regenerated cellulose) to separate any free polymer chains from the
gold nanoparticles.
Characterization Size exclusion chromatography of the polymer samples were performed with
respect to polystyrene standards by a Waters 717 autosampler and Waters 515 HPLC system using
using a Waters 2414 refractive index detector with chloroform as a solvent. 1H and 13C NMR spectra
were acquired using a Varian VXR-300 spectrometer in deuterated chloroform at room temperature.
TEM images were collected on a Tecnai G2 F20 scanning / transmission electron microscope at
a high tension voltage of 200 kV. Nanoparticle size distributions were determined by dissolving the
nanoparticles at very low concentration in THF and drop cast the solution onto 400 mesh copper grids
with a 3 nm thick carbon film. The particle sizes were determined by using ImageJ image software.
Nanoparticles were also characterized using TGA to determine the weight fractions of gold and poly-
mer. The weight fractions were converted to volume fractions using the density of PI (0.83 g/cm3),
PDMS (0.895 g/cm3), and gold particles (19.3 g/cm3).120 From the volume fractions, the number of
polymer ligands can be estimated and divided by the average surface area giving the areal chain density
of polymer ligands on the surface.
Small angle xray scattering (SAXS) was done on the gold nanoparticles and polymer at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota Institute of Technology Characterization Facility. Experiments were conducted on a
2 meter apparatus with 2D Area Detector with a Rigaku 12kW rotating anode with copper Kα source
and point focus. Data was also taken on a 6 meter apparatus with 2D Area Detector using a Rigaku
Ultrex 18 kw generator with copper radiation.
4.3 Results and Discussion
PI-b-PD was not the first BCP that was tried for attachment to gold nanoparticles. Initially a sym-
metric poly(isoprene-b-styrene) (PI-b-PS) BCP was synthesized and functionalized with a thiol end
group by titrating the living anionic reaction mixture with propylene sulfide before termination as de-
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Figure 4.5: TEM micrograph of 20 kDa PI-b-PS coated gold nanoparticle and histogram of particle
diameters. Scale bar is 20 nm.
scribed in Chapter 2. The resulting BCP had a Mn ∼20 kDa with a 1.05 PDI. The BCP was confirmed
to be 53% PS and 47% PI by 1H NMR, well within the lamellar morphology. Nanoparticles were made
from the thiol functionalized PI-b-PS using the Brust method in an approximate 1:8 thiol:gold ratio.
The particles were analyzed by TEM with the results shown in Figure 4.5, which shows the nanoparti-
cle diameters are 2.92 ± 0.90 nm. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was done to a sample (600◦C,
10◦C/min) which showed the particles were 80.3% polymer by weight which converts to 1.16 polymer
chains/nm2.
Bulk PI-b-PS gold nanoparticles were solvent annealed using THF in a saturated solvent atmosphere
for at least 1 day followed by slow drying for at least a day and finally any residual solvent is removed
by vacuum. Annealing above the glass transition temperature cannot be done due to the thiol-gold bond
dissociating near the glass transition temperature for PS (∼95◦C).121 The sample was cryo-microtomed
and analyzed via TEM. Figure 4.6a shows the lamellar morphology of the PI-b-PS with a domain size
of ∼ 14 nm while Figure 4.6b shows the gold nanoparticles with PI-b-PS attached. There is some
ordering occurring and what order there is appears to be around the same spacing as the the BCP
domain size. SAXS could not be done on the sample due to not being able to melt the sample without
dissociating the gold and polymer. Due to the annealing issues it was decided to try to remake the gold
BCP nanocomposite but substitute PDMS in for the PS domain.
PDMS has a very low glass transition temperature (∼ -123◦C)122 and a large interaction parameter
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Figure 4.6: TEM micrographs with scale bar of 20 nm. a) Shows 20 kDa PI-b-PS polymer with OsO4
staining of isoprene domain b) Shows bulk composite AuNP with PI-b-PS attached
with other common polymers such as PI and PS.123 This means that a PI-b-PD BCP will be in the
melt phase at room temperature so a composite could be annealed at room temperature and negate the
problem of thiol-gold bond dissociation at higher temperatures.
One issue with PDMS is that in standard ionic polymerization it must be the last block in a BCP
due to the nucleophilicity of the living block not matching the electron affinity of the monomer.124,125
There are a few ways to get around this, including novel linking agents,126 or by using controlled radical
polymerization techniques such as ATRP,127 NMP,128 or RAFT.129 Another potential stumbling block
with PDMS was trying to functionalize it with a group that would attach to gold since just titrating the
living siloxyl anion with propylene sulfide would not give a terminal thiol group. For this reason it was
decided to try termination with a silyl hydride and do a hydrosilylation reaction to functionalize the
BCP as presented by Quirk et al.111
Preparation of Silyl Hydride Functionalized PI-b-PD
The preparation of silyl functionalized PI-b-PD was performed as stated in the experimental details
section. To terminate the PI-b-PD anionic reaction an excess amount of dimethylchlorosilane was added
which should give a terminal silyl hydride. Multiple batches were prepared but the final batch presented
here had a Mn of 14,975 daltons (15 kDa) with a PDI of 1.05. From 1H NMR the volume fraction was
48% PI and 52% PD, solidly in the lamellar regime. NMR and FTIR were inconclusive in trying to
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Figure 4.7: 1H NMR of a) 11-bromo-1-undecene b) S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate
find the silyl hydride peak. The Si-H peak resonates at 4.72 ppm,128 which is hidden by the 1,2 and 3,4
addition PI peaks, while the silicon-bonded methyl groups are hidden in the greater PDMS peak at 0.07
ppm.
Preparation of S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate
The Preparation of S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate was performed as stated in the experimental sec-
tion. A slight excess of potasium thioacetate was added so the 11-bromo-1-undecene would be the
limiting reagent. Figure 4.7 shows the 1H NMR of the initial 11-bromo-1-undecene and the resulting
product after filtration and purification. The hydrogens on the carbon atom neighboring the bromide
resonate at 3.39 ppm, in the NMR of the product that peak disappears showing the reaction went to
completion.
Preparation of PI-b-PD with Terminal Thioacetate Functional Group
The general reaction shown in Figure 4.3 will work with a wide variety of terminal functional groups
that do not interfere with the hydrosilylation reaction. Functional groups that do react directly with the
silyl hydride group and platinum catalyst will not give the desired end group which include hydroxyl,
thiol, ketone, aldehydes, and acids.130 For this reason the thioacetate functional group, a protected thiol,
is used instead of an unprotected thiol group. The thioacetate functionalized ligands will attach to gold
nanoparticle without needing to be deprotected, although giving larger sized particles than with standard
thiol functionalized ligands.117 S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate was added in a 3:1 molar ratio with the 15
kDa silyl hydride terminated PI-PDMS along with a couple drops of Karstedt’s Pt(0) catalyst in an
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argon atmosphere and stirred for a week. The mixture was precipitated in anhydrous methanol and
further dissolved/precipitated to wash the polymer of catalyst and free thioacetate ligands. NMR was
performed on a sample but was inconclusive as the peaks of interest Si-H (4.8 ppm), S-CH2 (2.5 ppm),
CH3-C=O (2.14 ppm) are buried in the polymer backbone peaks and would be tiny compared to the
rest of the polymer signal. So the actual process of making particles will tell us if the thioacetate was
added since gold nanoparticles in organic solvent will aggregate to large sizes and fall out of solution if
chelating ligands are not attached.131
Preparation of AuNP with PI-b-PD ligands Two separate methods were done simultaneously to
try to get gold nanoparticle with BCP attached. The first method was to prepare the nanoparticles as
reported above using S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate as the ligand and then do the hydrosilylation reaction
with the 15 kDa PI-b-PD-SiH. The other method was to first prepare the PI-b-PD with the terminal
thioacetate via hydrosilylation and then use the whole BCP as the ligand in the nanoparticle synthesis.
In the first method the thioacetate ligand was added in a 3:1 molar ratio to the gold salt. The reaction
gave nanoparticles with a mean diameter of 2.61 ± 0.47 nm. A TEM micrograph and histogram of the
particle diameters is shown in Figure 4.8. The gold nanoparticles were purified with multiple water
washes but it was very difficult to separate the particles in this case from unattached ligands and TOAB
due to the fact the short alkene chains on the particles made them soluble in organic solvents that
particles with polymer chains added will not dissolve in (i.e. methanol and ethanol). The particles
were dissolved in benzene and bubbled with argon for 30 minutes. 5.1 g of PI-b-PD-SiH was added
along with 2 to 3 drops of Karstedt’s catalyst and let stir for a week under an argon atmosphere. The
reaction was quenched in anhydrous methanol. Afterwards the particles stayed in the methanol while
the polymer precipitated out. This indicates the hydrosilylation reaction did not work. The particles
probably still had a good bit a TOAB present which likely interfered with the reaction or less likely the
gold itself somehow interfered with the platinum catalyst.
The second method prepared the gold nanoparticles using the already hydrosilylized thioacetate
terminated PI-b-PD. The thioacetate:gold molar ratio was 0.95:1. The reaction gave nanoparticle with
a mean diameter of 4.01 ± 0.82 nm. A TEM micrograph and histogram of the particle diameters is
shown in Figure 4.9. The nanoparticles were purified through centrifugation and ultrafiltration with a
100 kDa regenerated cellulose membrane. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was done to a sample
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Figure 4.8: TEM micrograph of S-(10-undecenyl) thioacetate coated gold nanoparticle and histogram
of particle diameters. Scale bar is 20 nm.
(600◦C, 10◦C/min) which showed the particles were 89.0% polymer by weight which converts to a
chain density of 3.83 polymer chains/nm2.
TEM samples of the purified particles were prepared by annealing at room temperature and then
cryo-microtoming sections onto 400 mesh copper grids. Other samples were prepared by dropcasting a
solution of the particles onto a copper grid coated with a carbon film to form a thin film of nanoparticles
∼40 nm thick. The resulting TEM micrographs are shown in Figure 4.10. Looking at the micrographs
it is clear to see that the nanoparticles are not aggregating into larger particles, the particles in fact do
not appear to be touching at all, indicating some PI-PDMS ligands are in tact around the nanoparticles.
With the BCP ligands attached to the particles we were hoping to see some sort of order visible as we
saw in the PI-b-PS case presented in Figure 4.6.
Small angle x-ray scattering was performed on a 2 m apparatus with 2D Area Detector at 58 cm us-
ing a Rigaku 12kW rotating anode with copper Kα source. The microfocus cathode source was operated
at 45kv and 60mA. Samples of the plain PI-b-PD and also the PI-b-PD gold nanoparticles composite
were run and compared. The results are shown in Figure 4.11. The plain PI-b-PD SAXS spectrum data
shows a lamellar morphology with a domain period of 16.1 nm while the the gold nanoparticles with
the BCP attached only show order at 4.96 nm which would correspond to the average particle-particle
distance. We were hoping to see some other form of order and it was surprising to not see any as we
did in the PI-b-PS case presented earlier.
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Figure 4.9: TEM micrograph of 15 kDa PI-b-PD-thioacetate coated gold nanoparticle and histogram
of particle diameters. Scale bar is 20 nm.
The lack of order may be explained by looking at the micrographs in 4.10. The particles are shown
to definitely have polymer around them and the particle-particle distance appears to be ∼ 5 nm from
SAXS. If you assume a 5 nm total paticle diameter it would give you a particle that is 47% polymer by
volume which would correspond to only about 2 polymer chains per particle which ia about 100 times
less than predicted by TGA. At that few polymer chains the particle-particle attraction in all likelihood
outweighs any preference for the BCP to self-assemble.
To further the research into these single component composites it is suggested to switch away from
gold nanoparticles which depend on a gold-thiol bond between the core and the polymer ligands. This
bond is not as strong as a covalent bond and as stated previously dissociates around 95◦C. Monodisperse
silica nanoparticles can be bought commercially or easily synthesized via Stober’s method.132 A 2007
publication showed that poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) ligands could be synthesized on silica
nanoparticle using a new ATRP initiator in a ”grafting from” approach.133 These composites can be
temperature annealed without worrying about bond dissociation and also would be easier to handle
at room temperature than PI-b-PD. Also by synthesizing the nanoparticle first you know the particle
diameter before assembling the composite which gives you more options in graft density and BCP
ligand size as compared to the Brust gold nanoparticle synthesis.
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Figure 4.10: TEM micrograph of 15 kDa PI-b-PD-thioacetate coated gold nanoparticles. Scale bar is
20 nm. a) and b) from microtome sections c) and d) from dropcast method
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Figure 4.11: X-ray diffraction spectrum showing a) PI-b-PD BCP b) Gold nanoparticles with PI-b-PD
attached
4.4 Conclusions
In conclusion a PI-b-PS gold nanoparticle composite was prepared and there looked to be visual
signs of order but annealing above the Tg is not possible due to the gold thiol bond dissociating around
the Tg of PS. PDMS was chosen to replace PS in the BCP and PI-b-PD BCP was created with a terminal
thioacetate functional group and used as a chelating ligand to make gold nanoparticles. The resultant PI-
b-PD gold nanoparticle composite was analyzed but no order resulting from the bonding of the BCP to
the nanoparticles was observed. To further this research it is suggested to switch to silica nanoparticles
and use ATRP for ligand synthesis in a ”grafting from” approach.
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CHAPTER 5 Future Work
5.1 Introduction
As stated in the previous chapter, confining BCPs has been shown to reduce defects and provide long
range ordering, even even into non-regular structures.134 Figure 5.1 shows an example of graphoepitaxy
from Bita et al. which is shows how introducing templating eliminates point defects and grain bound-
aries in a BCP with spherical domains.135 The problem with confinement is the techniques to pattern
the substrates on the same length scale as the blocks is very sophisticated and costly.136 Another issue
is that even in BCPs with very high long range order and few defects, nanoparticles can be controlled
as to which domain they will segregate to but there is still very little control over interparticle spacing
which is needed to fully exploit the novel properties of spherical nanoparticles.
One possible way to reduce defects and increase order may be to attach block copolymer ligands
directly to the nanoparticles themselves. Attaching BCP ligands to the nanoparticles themselves would
be creating a single component nanocomposite system where the nanoparticle and matrix are covalently
bonded to each other so they cannot macrophase separate, much like BCPs are a single component
system with two different polymer chains covalently bonded. BCP ligands attached to the nanoparticles
directly introduces an intrinsic confinement that may be the key to long range defect free systems. There
has been very little work in this area to date.
Nonporous monodisperse colloidal silica in various sizes are available commercially or can be syn-
thesized via Stober’s method.137 It has also been shown that BCPs can be grown from silica nanoparti-
cles using a ”grafting from” approach with ATRP initiators tethered to the nanoparticle.138 Using ATRP
with silica nanoparticles instead of gold nanoparticles can give more options in annealing the compos-
ites and can use polymers that provide easier handling and storage. The volume fraction of nanoparticles
in the silica nanocomposites would be set by the volume of the nanoparticles which would be known
before synthesizing the ligands and graft density could be better controlled. Attaching BCP chains
of various molecular weights and compositions to silica nanoparticles at various areal chain densities
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of graphoepitaxy reproduced from Ref. 135. a) Top-down and side-view
schematics showing the arrangement of PS-b-PDMS block copolymer molecules in the region surround-
ing a single post. The post and substrate surfaces have been chemically functionalized by a monolayer
of short-chain PDMS brush. b) SEM image of a poorly ordered monolayer of BCP spherical domains
formed on a flat surface without templating. The boundaries between different grain orientations are
indicated with dashed lines. c) SEM image of ordered BCP spheres formed within a sparse 2D of posts
(brighter dots).
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could give rise to very interesting composite morphologies and provide greater control over interparticle
spacing that could be used to further exploit optical and magnetic properties of spherical nanoparticles
for use in photonic crystals or high density storage media.
5.2 High Graft Density Systems
Attaching BCPs to the nanoparticles at high graft densities would ensure no particle-particle inter-
actions. In the previous chapter we saw the symmetric PI-b-PS ligands attached to gold nanoparticles
gave what appeared to be small areas of lamellar spacing of the nanoparticles. A major goal would be
to find the right composition of BCP ligands attached to spherical nanoparticle that would give particles
segregating into hexagonal packing with a consistent interparticle spacing. This could be a key for high
density storage media.
An initial experiment would be to create nanocomposites with varying lengths and compositions of
PS-b-PMMA ligands attached to the silica nanoparticles and see the effect on the composite morphol-
ogy, particle-particle distances, and if there is hexagonal packing, the number of point defects seen in
each case, if any. The composites would be characterized through TEM and SAXS.
5.3 Low to Moderate Graft Density Systems
At lower to moderate graft densities there could be particle interactions and result in the self-
assembly of the particles themselves. In a 2009 publication by Akcora et al. it was shown that spherical
silica nanoparticles coated in polystyrene at low grafting densities dispersed into polystyrene homopoly-
mer self-assembled into various anisotropic arrangements depending on the graft density and molecular
weight of the polystyrene ligand.139
Experiments in this low to moderate graft density regime could give any number or new and exciting
morphologies as the particles would not be completely shielded from each other giving rise to self-
assembly of the particle in competition with the self-assembly of the BCP ligands. It is envisioned
that particles could form ordered semi-aggregates of controlled sizes which could give very interesting
optical properties. Particles could arrange in strings and at the right BCP ligand composition give a
bicontinuous phase with particles evenly spaced within in a domain which could lead to interesting
semiconducting properties.
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This area has a very large parameter space so beginning experiments here would set some param-
eters such as particle size, and total ligand molecular weight and vary the BCP composition at a select
few graft densities and investigate the resultant morphologies with TEM and SAXS and further system-
atically investigate interesting morphologies that may lead to novel nanocomposite materials.
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